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Abstract
There

ability.

is

much

evidence to support an age-related decUne in source

However, the underlying mechanisms responsible

memory

for this decline are not well

understood. The current study was carried out to determine the electrophysiological

correlates of source

memory

discrimination in younger and older adults.

Event-related potentials (ERPs) and continuous electrocardiographic

were collected from younger
source

memory

task.

trials

LP

words than were younger

for the

data

(A/= 71 years) adults during a

adults.

showed an increased amplitude

component (400-800 msec)
the

years) and older

Older adults were more likely to make source

recently repeated, non-target

records for correct

{M-2\

(ECG)

memory

errors for

Moreover, their

ERP

in the late positive (LP)

most recently presented, non-target stimuli

relative to

noted for target items. Younger adults showed an opposite pattern, with a large

LP component for target

items,

and a much smaller LP component for the recently

repeated non-target items.

Computation of parasympathetic

ECG data (Porges,

1985).

The

physiological responsivity.

negatively related to the

both groups,

after

LP

on the

vagus nerve was performed on the

resulting measure, vagal tone,

was used

as an index of

The vagal tone index of physiological responsivity was
amplitude for the most recently repeated, non-target words in

accounting for age effects.

The ERP data support
errors

activity in the

the hypothesis that the tendency to

part of older adults

is

make

source

memory

related to the ability to selectively control attentional

processes during task performance. Furthermore, the relationship between vagal tone and
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ERP

reactivity suggests that there is a physiological basis to the heightened reactivity

measured

in the

LP

response to recently repeated non-target items such

decreased physiological resources, there

inhibit bottom-up, stimulus

adults.

under

an impairment in the ability to selectively

based properties in favour of task-related goals in older

The inconsistency of these

memory

is

that,

deficits is discussed. It is

results with other explanatory

models of source

concluded that the data are consistent with a

physiological reactivity model requiring inhibition of reactivity to irrelevant, but

perceptually-fluent, stimuli.
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Introduction

Most people have had

the experience of remembering a particularly funny joke

but not being able to remember where they have heard

everyday

it,

life

or where

it

when
was

it is

said.

There are many situations in

it.

more important to remember what was
However, the

fact that

memories

for fact

The

distinction

important to us.

ability to

make

fact

and memory for context

we

receive.

and

we

give

very

it

reduces our

For example, when

buy a product we evaluate the information we have learned from

different sources, such as television commercials or the

friends,

is

different aspects are not recollected together,

accurate judgements about information

to

how

fimction in relation to each other.

between memory for

When these

making a decision

many

how they

and

are formed,

said

and memories for

context seem to be independent, has led to a great deal of investigation into

memories

who

than

said, rather

some sources more

However, when we

recommendations of

credibility than others.

are unable to associate the facts with their sources,

impaired at making these credibility judgements, and

we

are

more

we

likely to rely

are

on other

factors to influence our decision, such as the familiarity of the product. In fact,

advertisers have relied

commercials are used

on

this

process for

to increase

many

years to sell products. Repetitive

brand recognition in the hope that this information will

outweigh other influences. Thus, when

we

are unable to explicitly recollect the context in

which we learned some piece of information, there
factors

which come

to

mind more

readily,

be based on irrelevant information.

and

we

is

a tendency to be swayed by other

increase the odds that our decision will
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Memory

for the context in

which some piece of information was learned

is

called

source memory, and the ability to actively engage in processing this source information

referred to as source monitoring.

is

The sources of remembered information can be

externally driven, such as a television commercial; or internally driven, such as the

memory of performing an action
that source

memory can be

at

some place

in time. Experimental study has revealed

impaired in the absence of other types of memory

impairments. However, source monitoring impairments are often reflected in our

behaviour as a general

common to

memory problem. For example,

find a decline in

memory

for source.

in the aging population,

These impairments

in source

monitoring are often seen as forgetfiilness, as in the case of an older adult

remembers taking some medication, but cannot determine whether
yesterday. Other times, source

older adults

that arise

who do

from

that is

errors are seen as

memory

make

occurred today or

The everyday problems

with source memory, and the fact that

for informational content,

who

poor judgement, as shown by

not seem to evaluate credibility very well.

difficulties

dissociable from

memory

it

it is

it

it

seems

to

be

an interesting topic of study

worthy of investigation.

History of Source
Source

Memory
Source

in

Memory Investigations
Normal Populations

memory

deficits are characterized

by a lack of knowledge regarding the

source of remembered information even while there

Many different paradigms

is

a

memory of the

have been used to study source

memory

information

itself.

performance. Though

the paradigms vary in the exact nature of the task, a typical experimental paradigm

ERP and Cardiovascular Correlates of Source Memory.. .12
requires participants to

remember some information learned

Participants are then tested

intermixed with

The

new

on

their ability to recognize the old information

information, and information that

ability to correctly distinguish the source

general source

memory

ability

in a specific context.

was learned

of each of the

test

when

it is

in another context.

items

is

used to measure

of the participants.

For example, Kelley, Jacoby and Hollingshead (1989) performed an experiment

which they presented a
list

were read aloud

Participants

list

in

of items to young adult participants. Half of the items on the

to participants,

and half of the items were presented

were then given a recognition task

in

visually.

which the presented words, plus new

words, were flashed briefly (duration 32-80 msec) on a computer screen, and participants

were asked

to identify these words. After the attempt to identify the word, the

shown again

in full

view while participants indicated the source of the word:

word was

read, heard

or new.

The

correct performance

on

this task

processes, implicit and explicit. Implicit

conscious control. For example, Kelley

and heard words would be

was dependent on two types of memory

memory

et al.

better identified

processes are those that do not require

(1989) predicted that the previously seen

upon the

brief presentation than the

new

words. This prediction was based on previous findings which indicated that prior
presentation of a

word can

correct identification

Dallas, 1981), or

when

affect later processing

it is

later flashed for

by increasing the

ability to

of it by increasing the likelihood of

a very brief duration

(e.g.,

Jacoby

&

complete a fragment of that word (Tulving,

Schacter &, Stark, 1982). Such increases in identification can be observed even in the
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absence of conscious awareness of having seen the word previously, as

amnesics

(e.g.,

Schacter, Harbluk

& McLachlan,

is

the case for

1984).

Performance on the task also involved explicit memory components, requiring
conscious recollection. Performance on the source identification component required that
the source of the previously seen or heard

word be consciously

recollected; because both

types of words had been previously presented, both would be familiar or perceptually

fluent.

However, the correct response could not be attained on the basis of simple

familiarity alone.

The source of the

above the familiarity factor

item, read or heard,

in order to

make the

had

to

be recollected over and

correct response.

The manipulation of the modality of stimulus presentation produced
effects for item identification.

identified than those items

were

Both types of previously presented items were

seen items

on

made them

implicit

memory

effects

(i.e.,

consistent with

easier to identify than the novel items. Furthermore, in the

the read items) were judged correctly

modality

was

such that the familiarity of the previously

recognition of source, items that were presented in the

(i.e.,

better

which were new, and items which had previously been read

better identified than those items previously heard. This finding

the prediction based

significant

the heard words).

same modality

more often than

Of most relevance to

at

study and test

the items presented in another

the present study, Kelley et

al.

(1989) found that items which were correctly identified upon brief presentation were

more

likely to

be judged as items which had previously been read, regardless of the actual

modality in which they had been presented. In other words, the visual perceptual fluency

resulting

from correct

identification

of briefly flashed words increased the likelihood that

ERP and Cardiovascular Correlates of Source Memory... 14
the source of the item

would be

word had previously been

attributed to having previously read the word,

heard.

The

resulting errors in source judgement

even

seemed

if the

to

indicate that increased item familiarity, or perceptual fluency, could serve as an influence

in

making source discriminations

in addition to the conscious recollection

of source

information.

Source

Memory

in Persons

With Frontal Lobe Damag e

As mentioned previously,
familiarity or perceptual fluency,

realized.

It is

well

same response

that implicit

may

serve to increase

even when the feeling of familiarity

known that amnesic

and recognition) but
the

the repetition of information

persons do poorly on explicit

memory

facilitation effects in

is

not explicitly

memory tests

(recall

tasks (such as positive priming) can produce

amnesics as in normals (Kolb

& Whishaw,

1990).

Thus, amnesics can experience the effect of previous exposure to some event, yet not
explicitly realize

it.

A demonstration of the effect of repetition on increased familiarity

comes from a study of amnesic

persons. Squire and

McKee

(1993) showed that

conscious recall and recollection of newly presented non-famous names was very poor
for amnesics in relation to

judgements for a mixed

normal controls. However, when asked to make fame

list

of the old

(i.e.,

repeated) non-famous names,

new famous

names, and new non-famous names, only the amnesic persons showed a tendency to
judge the old, non-famous names as famous. That

is,

unable to recall or recognize the non-famous names

showed a strong tendency

to judge

even though the amnesics were

initially

them as being famous

presented to them, they

in the later task.

support the theory that the erroneous fame-judgement effect

is

The

results

supported by non-

ERP and Cardiovascular Correlates of Source Memory... 15
declarative, implicit

memory

processes based on repetition familiarity.

Additional studies of amnesic persons have

and recognition

are independent of recall

Schacter, Harbluk and

ability

McLachlan (1984)

in source

to their deficits in fact

memory

ability

(Janowsky, Shimamura

ability

deficits

& Squire,

1989).

memory paradigm

tested amnesics in a source

and showed that impairments in source memory

compared

shown that source memory

were disproportionately large

memory. Furthermore, they reported

that

impairments

were predicted by neuropsychological measures of frontal lobe

functioning (Wisconsin Card Sort Test and verbal fluency).

Shimamura and Squire (1987)

replicated the source

memory impairments

another group of amnesics. They also concluded that source

to frontal lobe pathology because the errors

were not related

recall/recognition ability, but to performance

on

memory

in

errors could

to severity

be due

of amnesia or

tests sensitive to frontal lobe

dysfimction. Results such as these have been interpreted as support for the existence of a

distinct

memory system

(Schacter, 1987)

which subserves the

ability to

remember

the

source of learned information.

Source

Memory

Deficits in

Aging

Like persons with frontal lobe lesions, older adults also show difficulties with

memory

for source

Dywan &

(Cohen

& Faulkner,

1989; Craik, Morris, Morris

Jacoby, 1990; Emgrund, Mantyla

Chrosniak, 1989; Mclntyre

& Craik,

& Nilsson,

& Loewen,

1990;

1996; Hashtroudi, Johnson

1987; Multhaup, 1995; Spencer

& Raz,

&

1994). For

example, Chalfonte and Johnson (1996) presented older and younger adults with an array

of 30 drawings of common objects placed in a 7 x 7

grid.

Each item

in the array

was
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drawn

in a unique colour. Participants

were required

to study the array

of objects with

explicit instructions to attend to particular features in the array such as the colour

of the

objects in one condition, the location of the objects within the array in another condition,

or both colour and location in a third condition. Later tests of item recognition, location

recognition, colour recognition

(i.e.,

recognition of colours used vs. colours not used),

and combinations of these were used

to determine recognition

and source memory

abilities.

Results indicated that the older adults had a specific deficit in

memory

for the

location of the items within the grid, in spite of good recognition of the items themselves

as well as the colours used in the array. Participants were further tested on the ability to

"bind" item and item features together by asking

alone.

They were then given the same

tests

them

to study either item or colour

of recognition as in the

study to see whether other features of the item were encoded, even

instructed to

do

so. Results

first

phase of the

when not

explicitly

of this phase indicated that the older adults performed more

poorly than the younger adults in binding the features together. Thus, Chalfonte and

Johnson conclude

that the ability to bind the item

encoding accoimts for the source memory
In other source

yoimger

words

participants.

that

memory

and

its

features together during

deficits seen in older adults.

paradigms, similar results have been found for older and

Rabinowitz (1989) asked participants to differentiate between

were read and words

that

were mentally generated. Older adults showed

greater difficulty discriminating the read

identify the source of words

words from the generated words when asked

drawn from the two

different sources.

It

was hypothesized

ERP and Cardiovascular Correlates ofSource Memory... 17
memory

that the deficit in source

in older

aduhs was due

to a failure to

encode semantic,

contextual, and sensory information that attends the experience of reading the

words or

generating them mentally.

Thus, there are two main types of hypotheses regarding the nature of source

memory

deficits as seen in behavioural experiments.

processes at

work during

Some

suggest that implicit

memory

the retrieval of memory information, such as perceptual fluency,

are responsible for the misattribution of source information. Others suggest that source

memory

deficits are

occurs during the

caused by a dysfunction in some type of encoding process which
perception of the event. Whatever the case, both hypotheses

initial

indicated that older adults have proportionately

more

difficulty in source discriminations

than younger adults.

Investigation of Source

Recently,

used to

sensitive techniques than simple behavioural studies

try to understand the

related potentials

electrodes

stimuli.

more

Memory Using ERPs

on

mechanisms underlying source memory processes. Event-

(ERPs) are voltage changes

the scalp.

ERPs

event can be extracted.

in the brain that

a trigger pulse

analysis, a section

(Hillyard

As a result of averaging

identifiable amplitude (negative

& Picton,

1987).

ERPs

is

recorded to indicate the onset

of EEG data corresponding to the stimulus
the voltage response to repeated

presentations of similar stimuli, the signal to noise ratio

waveform with

can be measured using

are gathered through the presentation of precisely timed

Upon presentation of a stimulus,

of the stimulus. At data

have been

is

increased, producing a reliable

and positive) and latency components

are valuable tools because they are capable of showing
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the time course of information processing with high temporal resolution (milliseconds),

while few other methods are able to do

so.

Recent studies by researchers interested
used

ERP

in

memory

fiinction during aging

paradigms to investigate the course of information processing in older

For example,

it

has been well established that

ERPs

have
adults.

are sensitive to the previous

occurrence of information (Bentin

& McCarthy,

Smith, 1993). Relative to the

presentation of an item, the second presentation of an

item

elicits

a more positive amplitude in the

called the late positive (LP)

& Lorist,

later portion

component (Besson, Kutas

of the waveform, sometimes

& Van Petten,

1992; Rugg, Furda

1988). Moreover, further repetitions of an item during a test session result in

further increments in

This

the

first

1994; Friedman, 1990; Rugg, 1985;

LP

ERP repetition effect is

same degree

as

it is

Pearl, Walker, Roberts

McConaghy

amplitude (Segalowitz,

in

Van Roon

& Dywan,

1997).

observed in the performance of older adults to about

younger adults (Friedman, Berman

& Holdstock,

1994). Karayanidis,

& Hamberger,

1993; Rugg,

Andrews, Ward and

(1993) reported that older adults produced repetition effects of longer

duration than younger adults; Friedman, Hamberger, and Ritter (1993) found that older
adults produced repetition effects that were of both greater amplitude and longer duration

than their younger counterparts. Thus, the repetition effect takes the same form in older

and younger adults and

in

some

cases appears slightly

The LP component has been

more robust

interpreted as an indication

in older adults.

of implicit processes,

such as previous exposure to a stimulus, based on these types of studies. However, the
repetition effect has also

been associated with active recollective processes (Wilding

&
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Rugg, 1996). Wilding, Doyle and Rugg (1995) have shown
complexity of a

memory

task results in an increased

Mclsaac (1995) have shown

LP

an increased

that increasing the

LP response,

that increasing the processing

response. Thus, the interpretation of the

while Paller, Kutas and

demands

at

encoding results in

LP response can reflect implicit

familiarity or repetition, but is also thought to reflect conscious recollection.

Although the repetition

effect demonstrates the sensitivity

of ERPs to the repeated

presentation of stimuli, the typical repetition effect task requires only that the participant

discriminate words seen before (old) from those not seen before (new).

simplicity of the task

may not be enough to show age related differences

might be expected. In source monitoring
old versus

The

new items,

tasks, the discrimination is not

in

relative

memory

that

simply one of

but rather between two items which are both "old" or familiar. The

source monitoring task thus requires the ability to differentiate the source of the

Because the source monitoring task requires a more

familiarity to a particular context.

difficult discrimination,

population

is

likely to

source discrimination

it is

more

likely to elicit the subtle types

of errors an older

make. The use of ERPs to study on-line processing during the
is

likely to provide insight into the neurophysiological response

tendencies associated with greater source errors in older adults.

ERPs. Source Memory, and Aging

One paradigm that has been used
adults is the "lag paradigm".

components

The

lag

successfully to test source

memory

in older

paradigm uses both implicit and explicit memory

to assess the participants' source

by Jennings and Jacoby (1997), who did not

memory

collect

abilities,

ERP

and was

first

data during the task.

developed
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Participants

were presented with a word

list

to study

and subsequently administered a

running recognition task where the study words were interspersed with

new foil

items.

Some of the

were told

that

there

foils

were repeated once

would be new words

were asked

when they

to ignore them.

(foils)

at various intervals.

Participants

which were repeated once

The response from

detected words from the study

list.

in the recognition task but

the participants

was

to simply indicate

In this paradigm, they were able to

demonstrate that older adults are more likely to misclassify repeated

words

after a lag

new words

as study

of 3 or more items.

However, Dywan, Segalowitz and Webster (submitted) used the lag paradigm
an

ERP

The

study to assess on-line processes associated with source

task consisted of the presentation of a "study"

were presented
and

try to

serially

remember

it

on a computer

The

test list consisted

new words that were
were asked
the

of the study

list

a

test list

words

it

at

to read

a

was given

(targets),

each word

later time.

in a similar

new words

(foils),

and

repeated once after a lag of 6 intervening words (lags). Participants

to respond to the presentation

word had been seen on the study

been seen on the study

list

list,

of each word in the

test list

by a key

press: if

they were to press one key; if the word had not

(a foil or lag item), they

irrespective of whether or not the

participants

were asked

because they would be asked to recognize

list,

discriminations.

which contained words which

screen. Participants

Following the presentation of the study
fashion.

list,

memory

in

new word was

made a discrimination between

were

to press a different key,

repeated within the test

list.

In this way,

study items, which were familiar to them

because they had previously been studied, and lag items, which were familiar to them
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because they had been seen very recently. Therefore, reliance on item familiarity or
perceptual fluency as a basis for source

errors for the lag items,

and a

failure to

memory

discrimination

would lead

encode source information would lead to

decreased recognition of study items in the recognition task because
stated that participants

were

to look for

Data from the Dywan

to source

words

that

et al. (submitted)

it

was

explicitly

had been seen on the study

list.

study indicates that the older adults were

twice as likely to designate lag items as items which had been previously studied than

younger

adults.

deficit, as

By

suggests that the older adults

itself, this

showed a source memory

one would expect. However, behavioural performance on the correct

recognition of source for study and

Furthermore,

when the

curve, younger adults

foil

late positivity

show a very

lag items. For study items, the

items was identical to that of the younger group.

component (LP) was analysed

distinct pattern

LP had a very

for area under the

of ERP response to study items versus

large positive amplitude, as

expect for these repeated and recollected items

(e.g..

In contrast, lag items were associated with a

Wilding

much

& Rugg,

smaller

LP

one would

1996).

amplitude, even

though these items were also repeated and, based on the accuracy of behavioural

data,

consciously recollected. For older adults, the pattern of ERP responses was dramatically

different

from

that

of younger

adults.

The LP response

to study versus lag items

showed

a high amplitude

LP

for both stimulus types, with lag items associated with

higher amplitude

LP

than study items.

obtained on

where the correct behavioural decision was made—lag items were

trials

correctly rejected as non-targets,

Of note was the

an even

fact that these results

and study items were correctly identified as

were

all

targets.
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Thus, while younger aduhs'

ERPs showed

a clear differentiation between target

and lag words, older aduhs produced high amplitude LP responses
even on

trials

where the behavioural response

is correct.

It

to

both item types,

seemed as though older

adults

tended to produce a high amplitude effect to the lag items because they were

overwhelmed by the

amplitude was noted even on correct

had

to

Because the increased LP

salience of the recently presented items.

somehow overcome the

trials,

one might hypothesize that the older adults

increased salience of the lag items in order to produce a

correct response. In contrast, the

ERP

data from the younger adults seems to indicate that

they were able to suppress their response to recently presented items well before the

LP

response was generated.

A theoretical model for the older adults'
familiar information

is

that there is a disordered attention

from directing attention to the
Jacoby, 1990; Spencer

inability to suppress the salience

& Raz,

of

system which prevents them

relevant, goal-related aspects

of the task (Dywan

&

1994). For example, Zacks and Hasher (1994) have

proposed an attentional model of inhibitory control which focusses on the inhibition of
irrelevant information

from working memory. In

working memory capacity (see Light, 1991
inability to inhibit irrelevant information

for

their

model, presumed decreases in

a discussion)

which

is still

may be accounted for by an

active in

working memory along

with the task-related information. Thus, information which has been processed recently
is

maintained in working

which

memory unless deemed

irrelevant to

ongoing

activities, in

case, attentional allocation to the irrelevant information is inhibited. In older

adults, the inability to inhibit irrelevant information is thought to

make them more
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distractable, or less able to retain relevant information in

memory.

Support for their theory comes from experimental studies of "directed ignoring",
in

which younger and older adults are asked

to study a set

of items, and are then given a

cue as to which items are to-be-forgotten (TBF), and which items are to-be-remembered

(TBR). The assumption in

memory, but

that the

this task is that

both

TBR and TBF items were entered into

TBR or TBF cue should enhance or inhibit (respectively) further

processing of the items. Directed ignoring ability

items,

where the intrusion of TBF items

is

TBR

assessed through recall of the

in this recall indicates

an

inability to suppress the

irrelevant information.

Results of these experiments indicate that older adults

increased

number of TBF items

TBR items is lower.

That

is,

relative to

younger

adults,

even though

show much less

the older adults

show the expected
their recall

difference in the

of

number of

TBR and TBF items recalled than the younger adults, indicating that the older adults tend
to hold

more of the TBF items

in

memory

(possibly decreasing the ability to

remember

TBR items), and that they are inefficient at inhibiting the retrieval of TBF items.
Other laboratories have found similar evidence to suggest that older adults have a
deficiency of inhibitory control over attentional processes

1991; Tipper, 1991). The negative priming paradigm

indicator of attentional inhibition

paradigm, a stimulus

trial,

the

is

same stimulus

priming effect

is

(Houghton

presented on one

is

is

& Tipper,

trial

(McDowd «&

Oseas-Kreger,

commonly accepted

as an

1994). In the negative priming

as the designated distractor.

On the

now designated as the target. The measurement of the

next

negative

a slowing of response time for the target items which were previously
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non-targets.

The

effect

of slowed response time

is

thought to occur as a resuh of previous

inhibition of the non-target information, such that the previous inhibition

overcome when the item becomes a target. Thus,
effect is seen as

in

yoimger aduhs, the negative priming

an increase in response time on the now-target items. In

adults do not reliably

show the negative priming

must be

effect.

This indirect

contrast, older

test

of inhibitory

control thus assumes that the lack of inhibition of the previously non-target information

by the older adults allows them

to

respond to the now-target items without a slowing of

response time because they do not need to overcome previous inhibition of these items.

Although these models focus on the maintenance of items
one might also expect
distractor,

that increased perceptual fluency

and would also require inhibition in order

goal-directed processes. If attentional regulation

distracting information

would be

inefficient.

The

is

in

working memory,

of information could serve as a

to maintain task

performance using

impaired, inhibition of highly

inefficient inhibition

of these highly

distracting items could in turn be described as "over-reactivity" to these items, given the

ERP data from Dywan et al.

(submitted),

these distracting items in relation to the

which suggests heightened responsivity

ERP

to

responsivity noted for target items.

In fact, the ability to inhibit distracting information can be manipulated under

conditions of reduced attentional capacity. In dual-task situations, younger adults can be

made to commit

source

memory

and Kelley (1989) were able

to

errors (Jermings

make younger

& Jacoby,

adults

1993). Jacoby,

commit source

Woloshyn

errors under

conditions of divided attention either at encoding or at retrieval. Furthermore, the recent

work of Dywan

et al. (submitted)

has shown that younger adults

who are distracted at
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test

with a dual-task situation not only committed more source

older counterparts, they also produced heightened

LP

memory

errors like their

responses for distracting lag items

relative to targets, just as the older adults in their study did.

From this

observation,

When source memory

is

we

are led to the issue of interest in the present study:

tested behaviourally,

one could propose several explanations to

account for the demonstrated deficits seen in older adults, such as inefficient
processes. However,

when

using on-line techniques,

the process of source

it is

memory

discrimination

evident that the older adults have an altered

to implicit, perceptual fluency information, suggesting that the

have a different course of processing during these
techniques to study source

the nature of source

memory

memory

is

it

occurs,

younger and older adults

is it

LP

Using

possible to determine

deficits in older adults? Furthermore, is that

related to the relative size of the

examined

ERP response

difficult discriminations.

discrimination as

memory

mechanism

response for perceptually fluent items, and the

tendency for older adults to be more influenced by bottom-up processes

like perceptual

fluency?

Rationale for The Current Study
Frontal Inhibitory Processes

The key

to understanding the over-reactivity response seen in the

(submitted) data

susceptibility

is

to determine the

of older adults to

influence. Evidence

mechanism which might account

this type

Dywan et al.

for the

of implicit, bottom-up, stimulus boimd

from persons with prefrontal lesions suggests

that the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex is necessary to screen out irrelevant or distracting information so that
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(Chao

attention can be maintained

&, Knight, 1995). In

a study comparing controls and

persons with focal lesions to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, temporal-parietal junction,
or posterior hippocampus,

warning stimulus

it

was found

that

performance on matching an auditory

to a target stimulus presented at a short delay

was

affected, in

some

groups, by the inclusion of a distracting auditory stimulus. Persons with lesions of the

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex performed significantly worse under the distractor condition

show the

than any other group. Other groups (controls and temporal-parietal) did not

performance decrement

at all or

only

at the longest

delay intervals between the warning

stimulus and the target. There were no significant differences between groups in the non-

distractor condition.

While the hippocampal formation seemed necessary

sensory information over longer delay periods

(e.g.,

12 seconds), performance of persons

with lesions in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was decreased

seems as though the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

is

to retain

at all delays.

necessary at

all

delays to

Therefore,

it

dampen the

response to distractors so that attentional processes can be focussed on the relevant

stimuli in the task.

It is

now generally

accepted that the prefrontal cortex predominately functions to

control higher order processes such as the directing of attention to specific tasks (while

inhibiting other competing influences—Dempster, 1991;

1991; Posner

& Petersen,

& Shallice,

1980; Stuss,

1990), planning of complex sequences of activity (Fuster,

1989), and the maintenance of items in working

Diamond, 1988). In

Norman

the aging brain,

many

memory (Goldman-Rakic,

1987;

physiological changes take place which

suggest that the difficulties with inhibitory process seen in older adults are likely due to a
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decline in functionality in several brain areas, including the prefrontal cortex.

The Aging Brain and
The aging

Frontal Lobes

brain can be

shown

to

have small but significant decreases in cerebral

blood flow (CBF). In elderly persons, a reduction in

15%-20% from that of younger adults

& Shaw,

in the order

of approximately a

has been found (Mamo, Meric, Luft

1983; Melamed, Lavy, Bentin, Cooper

Yamaguchi

CBF

& Rinot,

& Seylaz,

1980; Nantomi, Meyer, Sakai,

1979). Studies of regional cerebral metabolism have found that the

activity in particular brain regions during experimental tasks

can be studied using

positron emission tomography (PET) scans. Horwitz, Duara, and Rapoport (1986)

compared regional glucose metabolism

rates in

younger and older adults and found that

although both groups had similar patterns of activation, the number of intercorrelations

between regions decreased with age. For example,

in the

younger group, many

intercorrelations of activation

were found within and between the

lobes, fewer intercorrelations

were found within and between the temporal and occipital

lobes,

and the

least

number of intercorrelations were found between

and temporal-occipital regions. In the older group, there were
intercorrelations

frontal

between the

parietal lobes bilaterally.

frontal

These

and

results

parietal regions,

and

parietal

the frontal-parietal

significantly fewer

and between regions of the

were interpreted as a decrease in the integration of

function between the frontal and parietal lobes, and between the parietal lobes. This type

of decrease

in the integration

of functional areas

may be

associated with the types of

neuropsychological difficulties seen in the aging population, especially those associated

with a heavy reliance on the integrated function of the anterior and posterior brain
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regions, such as tasks of attention (Mesulam, 1981).

Structural changes in the aging brain also support the notion that the brain

may

experience a reduced functional capacity due to aging. Computerized tomography (CT)
scans have

shown

that the total

volume of grey matter

is

negatively correlated with age,

while the volume of cerebrospinal fluid shows a positive correlation with age. Taken
together, there is less functional neuronal

ventricular size and

1981; Schwartz et

mass

in the brain coupled with

an increase of

volume (Gyldensted, 1977; Brinkman, Sarwar, Leven

al.,

1985).

capacity of the aging brain

The question

make

it

more

is

then,

& Morris,

how might the reduced

functional

susceptible to irrelevant, distracting

information?

Frontal Decline

& Gating of Sensory Information

Previous research on the effects of aging on the brain has revealed that there are

many

structural

and metabolic changes. The role of the

been

frontal lobes has also

examined through electrophysiological paradigms. For example, Skinner and Yingling
(1977) have shown that the prefrontal cortex exerts a modality-specific suppression of
sensory transmission through the thalamic relay nuclei. The prefrontal cortex,
exert inhibitory influences throughout the brain, exerts a net inhibitory effect

known to

on the

thalamic relay nuclei to "gate" transmission to primary sensory areas. In their
experiment, cryogenic suppression of prefrontal cortex decreased the inhibitory effect on

thalamic nuclei, resulting in a disinhibition of sensory input as measured by increased

amplitude evoked potentials in the primary sensory cortex.

Not only

is

the inhibitory function of the prefrontal cortex likely to be reduced
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with aging, neuroanatomical changes occur in several areas, changing the
prefrontal cortex can exert

that there is a

its

inhibitory influence. For example,

22% decrease in neuron density

in the thalamus,

way the

Haug (1991)

reports

and a 17% decrease in

neuronal density in the prefrontal cortex. In electrophysiological studies of memory
function in aging,

it

has been shown that selective impairments in cortical and subcortical

regions account for differences in

Bohlman

& Knight,

aging (Woods

ERP component amplitudes and latencies

1995). Reports of behavioural prefrontal disinhibition in normal

& Clayworth,

1986) are likely to be supported by the disinhibition of

primary cortical activity (Knight, Scabini
Thus,

brain

when considered together,
is

more

(Nielsen-

there

is

& Woods,

1989; Yamaguchi

& Knight,

1991).

considerable evidence to suggest that the aging

susceptible to stimulus based (sensory/perceptual) properties due to a lack

of prefrontal inhibition on the thalamic relay nuclei, resulting

in a disinhibition

of

prefrontal cortical activity.

Physiological Influences on Cognition

The

lack of prefrontal cortex inhibitory control over sensory information

likely candidate for the causation

adults. In light

is

a

of over-reactivity to perceptual fluency seen in older

of the evidence provided,

it is

logical to

wonder

reactivity could also influence this cognitive over-reactivity.

suggests that the control over autonomic processes

if general physiological

Anatomical evidence

may be compromised

in older adults.

Several researchers have found evidence for an age related loss of neurons in the

noradrenergic cell group (A2) of the vagal motor nuclear complex (Mann, Yates

Hawkes, 1983; Vijayashankar

& Brody,

1979; Tomlinson, Irving

& Blessed,

&

1981),

'
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which controls the modulation of heart
to the sinoatrial

is

(SA) node

in the heart.

modulated aroimd some optimal

blood to

all

through the efferent fibres of the vagus nerve

During normal resting conditions, the heart

level to maintain homeostatic function,

rate

pumping

required areas to aid in basic processes like digestion. During times of stress

or active challenge,

means

rate

it is

this

modulation in heart rate which provides the individual a

to adapt to the current environment; basic processes are disrupted in favour

of

diverting blood to the heart, brain and limbs in preparation for action. This adaptability

is

very important for the survival of the individual, and less dramatically, for optimum daily
physical and mental performance.

The notion of adaptability here comes

directly

from the formulation of

homeostasis. In the homeostatic model, if the person has an adaptive autonomic nervous

system, the two branches can work together to bring about sudden changes which will

help the individual face the environmental challenge. In a challenging cognitive task, the

needs of the individual are expected to change upon task
length of task, and attentional requirements are

to

keep up a certain

optimum

is

more

level required for

predict that individuals v^th

with less

effort,

However, a person with a

more adaptive physiological

status

than those not aided by their physiological

and physiological

activity,

it

less

demands, or to overshoot

good task performance. Therefore,

to

For example, pace,

which challenge the individual

likely to fail to adjust to task

For example, in experiments designed
stress

factors

level of performance to succeed.

adaptive nervous system

the

all

initiation.

it is

reasonable to

might perform

better,

and

state.

examine the relationship between mental

has been found that changes in cardiovascular
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dynamics are associated with changes
tasks such as mental arithmetic,

Mulder, 1981; Porges

in cognitive performance, especially in stressful

which require a heavy

& Raskin,

1969) such that there

attentional

component (Mulder

an increase in heart

is

rate.

&

The

increase in heart rate can be interpreted as a shift in the balance of autonomic control to a

more sympathetically driven

level.

& Mulder,

In an experiment designed to manipulate task difficulty (Mulder

1981),

cardiovascular changes were monitored during both an easy and a difficult task condition.

In the easy condition, the participants were required to keep a counter in

number of times a target

letter

was heard during auditory presentations of sets of letters

lasting five minutes. In the difficult condition, participants

in

memory

representing the

memory of the

number of times

similar block of letter presentations.

were asked

3 different target letters

An auditory tone

keep 3 counters

to

were heard during a

signalled the participant to report

the status of the counter(s) after each 5 minute period of testing.

Results showed there

heart rate signal, which

is

was a

significant

peak of activity in the 0.10

Hz band of the

thought to represent the influence of the sympathetic

baroreceptor reflex loop in the determination of heart

rate.

It

was

also found that

variability in the heart rate decreased during mental tasks for either condition

to a baseline rate obtained prior to testing. Therefore,

is

expected to increase during cognitively

much more

was concluded

stressfiil tasks,

a reduction in the amount of variability in the heart

rate increases

it

rate.

and that

compared

that the heart rate

this is

In other words,

accompanied by

when

the heart

toward ceiling levels of fimctioning, the interval between beats becomes

stable, decreasing the natural variability that is present during

homeostatic
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maintenance, and

we would expect to

associated with an "over-shoot" of the

see that very

optimum

low

level

levels

of variability would be

of sympathetic activation.

Another experiment of cardiovascular changes during a cognitive task was done

by Jennings, Nebes, and Yovetich (1990). In their experiment, younger and older
were asked

to

perform a

serial learning task in

increased. In this task, a series of digits

asked to remember the series

until a

time task was integrated into the

was presented one a time and

digit presentation or

500

ms

participants

were

A reaction

serial learning task in order to assess the allocation

to,

To accomplish this,

load item.

which working memory load progressively

cue was given to recall them verbally.

processing resources immediately prior

memory

adults

and immediately

a light stimulus

after digit presentation, to

after the presentation

of

of the

was presented 500 ms before

which participants were

to

respond as quickly as possible. The assumption was that just prior to digit presentation,
participants should be anticipating the next presentation (having already integrated the

preceding item into memory). In contrast, just after stimulus presentation, ongoing
integration and rehearsal of new and old stimuli should be taking place. Thus, reaction

time post-stimulus

(digit)

were expected

to

be slower than those pre-stimulus because of

a decrease in attentional resources. In separate phases of the experiment, the serial
learning task and the reaction time task were performed separately to assess baseline

levels

of responding. Physiological measures such as inter-beat interval

(IBI), beta-

sympathetic activity (skin vasculature), and respiratory volume and fi-equency were

obtained during

Results

all tasks.

showed that during

the integrated

memory and RT task,

items presented
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when memory
load

load

was low, and

was high were not

this difference

measurements during

was

recalled as well as those presented

larger in the older adults.

showed

this task

that older adults

As

when memory

expected, the

RT

RT slowing that was

had

proportionately greater than the younger adults, indicating a decrease in available

attentional resources. Physiological

the older participants allocated

would show a

measures were also analysed.

more resources

to the

greater physiological response to the

memory

memory

It

was expected

task as load increased, they

load manipulation.

found that average IBI during the high memory load condition was lower (heart
faster) than during the

adults

showed a

low memory load condition

striking difference

that if

for both groups

It

was

rate

was

however; the older

between high and low memory load conditions, while

the yovmger adults did not, indicating a tendency to over-react to the high

memory

load

condition relative to the yovmger adults.

These measures of cardiovascular dynamics are often used to examine
physiological responsivity to task demands. However, another

relate

this

more

precisely to psychological variables, though there has been

measure during cognitively

been isolated as

mechanism

more recent measure may

indirect

stressful tasks. Respiratory Sinus

The amoimt of activity

in the

work using

Arrhythmia (RSA) has

measure of activity in the vagus nerve which

for the heart rate.

little

is

vagus nerve

a neural control

is

thought to be

proportionate to the degree of homeostatic maintenance within the individual; if the

individual

is at rest,

the heart rate

individual

is

is

homeostatic mechanisms prevail over stress responses, variability in

high, and vagal activity (or vagal tone)

is

high. Conversely,

faced with a stressor, the homeostatic balance

is

when the

disrupted in favour of
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preparation for the challenge, and vagal activity

is

low. Thus, vagal tone measurements

allow for an index of the demands placed on the individual to maintain performance in
challenging tasks such that as the amount of vagal activity decreases, the more challenged

the individual

by the task demands and the more physiological

effort (or cost) required to

maintain performance.

Summary
There

is

evidence to support the hypothesis that older adults

susceptible to the influences of physiological changes

Furthermore,

it is

likely that the lack

may be more

on cognitive performance.

of appropriate "gating" for sensory stimuli seen in

neuroanatomical and electrophysiological experiments in older adults
less able to focus attention

may make them

on the goal-directed aspects of task performance.

adults have a disordered attentional system causing greater reactivity, they

easily

swayed by bottom-up, sensory

salience.

Taken

together,

it is

was

would be more

related processes such as perceptual fluency or item

possible that these changes might account for a significant

proportion of variance in the ability to

the current study

If older

make

source

memory

discriminations. Therefore,

carried out to investigate this hypothesis.

Hypotheses

The main hypothesis addressed

in this study

was

that over-reactivity to irrelevant,

non-target information in older adults interferes with cognitive performance. In the lag

task, this reactivity

could occur because older adults' response tendencies are less well

controlled by higher order processes

functions) and

(i.e.,

those processes related to frontal lobe

more influenced by automatic, bottom-up processes

(i.e.,

such as
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familiarity or recency of repeated stimuli). If this

were the case, other indices of

physiological reactivity could be used to determine whether this tendency to over-react to

cognitive stimuli

is

a reflection of a more general decline in the efficiency of the nervous

system during the aging process.

Another possibility

is that

the older adults

may be

far less efficient

than yoimger

adults at recollecting the source of familiarity associated with the various types of

familiar

words

(target versus lag words).

When

lag

recollect the source of familiarity with greater ease

rapidly and/or with

more

words

If,

(i.e.,

this process

As a result they would

confidence).

processing of these words.

words appear, young adults may

may

occur more

quickly abort further

in older adults, the ability to link the familiarity

to the appropriate context is impaired, older adults

of lag

would take longer to experience

the certainty of source recollection and would, therefore, continue to allocate attention to

these stimuli. This continued allocation of attention to these stimuli

larger LPs,

To

test these

hypotheses, a modified lag paradigm was used in which a study

participants, followed

which included the words from the previously studied
of new words. Some of the new words
Participants

to the lag

reflected in

and a greater likelihood of an incorrect behavioural response.

of word items was presented to

press "no"

would be

were instructed

(foils) also

to press "yes"

when they saw a word that was

paradigm (Dywan

et al.,

by a running recognition paradigm
(target) list interspersed

with a set

repeated at specific intervals (lags).

when they saw a word from the
not from the study

submitted) in this study

accomplished by adding a lag interval of 2 into the

list

is

list.

study

list,

The modification made

a variation in lag length

test condition.

to
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Hypothesis

Poor Recollection

I:

This hypothesis would be predicted by the existing literature on source

monitoring

For example,

deficits.

it is

widely held that older adults are less efficient

at

recollecting source because they fail to encode, bind, or retain specific details related to

the item and the context in

& Squire,

Shimamura

LPs
be

to the lag

the

it is

initially

is

perceived (Johnson

true that older adults

& Chalfonte,

1994;

produce high amplitude

is,

words seen only 2 presentations

earlier

should be more

and uncertainty of the word source should be minimized. If

expected that the older adults would not differ from the younger

number of false

same rapid

was

specific recognition of source is less certain, then this should

of 2. That

clearly recognized as such

this is the case,

it

1987). Thus, if it

word because

rectified at a lag

adults in the

which

positive responses to lag 2 items.

inhibition of the

LP to

As

the irrelevant lag words that

well, they should

is

show

seen in yoimger

adults.

Hypothesis

II:

Increased Reactivity

This hypothesis states that older adults are more prone to over-react to irrelevant
information because of a reduced ability to control physiological systems.

second model of source monitoring

To

test the

deficits in older adults, electrophysiological

of reactivity (ERP and vagal tone) were obtained during the lag

task.

measures

If the deficits in

source monitoring on the part of older adults were due to inappropriate physiological

responsivity, then

it

was expected

that they

would show decreased physiological

adaptability as a whole, and an increased tendency to

show

disproportionately large

amplitudes in response to stimulus based properties such as recency. Therefore,

LP

if the
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source errors of the older adults are not due to a deficiency in recognition but rather to an
increased reactivity to stimulus based properties, such as the perceptual fluency that

attends the

absolute

lag 2

LP

most recently presented item, then reducing the lag

number of lag 2
amplitudes.

The prediction that these

over-react neurally and physiologically

is

may reduce the

errors but could, nonetheless, result in disproportionately large

the presence of a correct behavioural decision

decision and

interval

is

over-reactivity responses

is

might occur in

based on the notion that the tendency to

only one contributing influence in a cognitive

not necessarily sufficient to "cause" incorrect behavioural responses in and

of itself

Vagal tone was collected during the modified lag task to assess the level of
general physiological adaptability.

physiological adaptability because

in the individual

Lower vagal tone
it

is

associated with decreased

indicates a sympathetic nervous system

dominance

which prevents optimal functioning of homeostatic mechanisms.

It

was

predicted that vagal tone at baseline would differ by group due to less efficient

homeostatic maintenance in the older adults. Thus, older adults were predicted to have

lower baseline vagal tone while younger adults were predicted to have higher baseline
vagal tone. During the lag task,

it

was hypothesized

that older adults

would show even

lower vagal tone, indicating a greater physiological cost to meet the task demands. The

younger group was predicted to show only a

slight decrease

from baseline

in vagal tone

during the lag task, indicating less physiological cost for task performance.
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Methods
Participants

Twenty-one participants (19 female) were recruited

making up 2 age groups matched

for gender:

younger adults (mean age =

The younger group had

than the older group

scores

on

the

respectively;

in spite

(t ^g

21).

= 2.9\,p<

.01).

to take part in the study,

10 older adults (mean age

slightly

=

3.21,/?

<

71) and

1

more years of education

However, the older group produced higher

WAIS-R Vocabulary than the younger group (M= 61 .6
/ ,9

=

.01), indicating that the older

M= 49.2,

vs.

group had a superior verbal IQ

of fewer years of formal education.
Older participants were recruited from the

St.

Catharines community via

advertisements in the newspaper and posters put up in local service clubs. Younger

adults

were recruited through the Psychology Department undergraduate research pool

Brock during regular term, or through requests

for participants during the

at

spring/summer

term.

Participants

and

were informed

that electrophysiological

that the

experiment was a study of memory and aging,

measures of heart and brain activity would be taken during a

3-4 hour testing session. Those indicating a further interest to participate were given a
brief health pre-screening

attack, or stroke

by phone

to exclude those with previous

from the study. Health problems not determined

were revealed through a health questionnaire administered upon
Criteria for exclusion of a participant's data

from

fiirther

head

injury, heart

in the initial screening

arrival at the testing lab.

analyses were the following

underlying health problems: use of heart or blood pressure medications, the presence of
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diabetes or any other autonomic system dysfunctions, previous head injury, stroke, and

any general dysfunction of the nervous system

(e.g.,

neuropathy).

All participants were offered refreshments during a short break between testing

sessions (no caffeine

were informed

fully

was

given).

Upon completion of the

testing session, participants

of the intent and hypotheses of the study, and could discuss their

experience. Older participants received reimbursement for travel costs (if any) to the

laboratory, and younger participants received either course credit (regular term), or a

payment of $30.00

for participation in the study (spring/summer term).

Experimental Tasks and Materials

ERP Task

A modified version of the lag paradigm used by Dywan et al.
used to assess source

memory

(submitted)

discrimination. During the lag task, participants

was

were

presented with a set of word stimuli that appeared one at a time on a computer screen.

The

first

component of the

lag task required participants to read aloud

remember a

list

participants

were presented with a

of 28 words (the study

time on the computer screen.

(target items),

represent lag items.

either

test list

test

list.

try to

Following the presentation of the study

of 196 words which also appeared one

Some of the words

some were new words

appeared only once in the

list).

and

(foil items).

in this test

list

at

a

were from the study

Both study words and

foil

list,

list

words

However, some additional new words were added

Lag items repeated once during

the test

list at

to

a specified interval of

2 (lag 2) or 6 (lag 6) intervening items, and were designated as non-targets.

Therefore, the test

list

contained 3 types of familiar (seen more than once) words-study.
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lag 2,

and lag 6 items— but the targetness and recency of presentation of these items

differed. In fact, the recency

of presentation and targetness were directly opposed to each

other so that the ability of the older and younger adults to discriminate between several

sources of familiarity could be assessed.

Upon viewing each word

in the test

list,

the participant

was asked

to

make

a

behavioural response of a key press. There were two possible responses: a coloured key

to indicate "yes" for

words

that

were seen previously on the study

coloured key to indicate "no" for

all

words

that

were not seen previously on the study

word not seen on

Instructions stressed that participants should indicate "no" for any

study

irrespective

list,

participants

list,

of whether

were asked

and words

that

to

list

and

test list

the

test phase. Therefore,

Word

Stimulus Lists for the Lag Task

stimuli

The

list.

.

A master set of 252

were chosen from the Kucera and Francis (1967)

stimuli

were medium frequency

5-letter

words, excluding

forms and synonyms, with an overall mean frequency of 292 per million (see

Appendix

To

C

for a

frill

description of stimuli used and test

construct the study and test

lists,

and 4 other word

and Test

sets

were used

list

the master set

of 28 words, balanced for usage frequency. One

list,

list.

simply make a distinction between words seen on the study

word

syllabus of word norms.

plural

had been repeated within the

were not on the study

Preparation of the

study

it

or a another

list,

set

construction techniques).

was divided

into

9 smaller

of 28 words was chosen as the study

to construct the test list for

each

test

phase (Test

2).

Test

1.

The

test list

sets

contained the chosen study

list,

plus 4

new word

sets

1
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representing lag 2 items (28 words), lag 6 items (28 words), and foil items (56 words). In

total, the test list

contained 140 words, but required 196 presentation

trials to

complete

the lag 2 and lag 6 item repetitions.

Test
as in Test

1

2. In the

lag 2, lag 6,

and

both Test

and Test

associated

test

phase (Test

However, the remaining 4

.

1

second

list

foil

and the

2,

in Test

word

test lists

it

of original stimuli were used to complete the

were paired so

lists

.

One

2, that

same

list

all

5 test

length and complicated structure of the

To

1

was

would serve

order of stimulus presentation

This order was used for

participants

in Test

were constructed. To prevent spurious

pseudo-randomization of category appearance within the

foil).

list

1

had an

effects

of item

rotated through the

as the lag 2 items,

and in

as the lag 6 items, and so forth.

Stimulus Order

and

each

that

set that served as the study list in Pair

would serve

list

2 containing the same study words.

stimulus categories so that in Pair

Pair 3

contained the same study

stimulus categories. Therefore, only the study words appeared in

In total, 5 pairs of test

saliency, the

sets

2), the test list

would be able

facilitate the

list

list

pairs (see

was developed based on the

test list (i.e., study, lag 2, lag 6,

Appendix C) however, the

was thought to make

it

to predict the next stimulus category at

randomization of category order, the 196

very unlikely that

any time.

trials

were divided

into

smaller blocks of 28. The smaller blocks were used so that the different stimulus
categories were evenly distributed throughout the test

trials

list.

Therefore, each block of 28

contained 4 study words, 4 lag 2 words (repeated once each), 4 lag 6 words

(repeated once each), and 8 foil words in a pseudo-random order.

The

lag 2 and lag 6
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pairs

were allowed

to overlap within

each block (though not

all

of them did) so that a lag

6 occurrence need not be completed before a lag 2 occurrence could begin.
Physiological Measures

To

assess general physiological reactivity, the electrocardiogram

Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) were collected, although only the

(ECG) and

ECG data were

analysed in this thesis. Acquisition of the (ECG) required 2 electrodes placed on the
participant's chest approximately 2.5

below the top of the sternum
digits

cm below the

(at midline).

Two

of the non-dominant hand to obtain the

left clavicle,

and approximately 5

electrodes were placed

on the

S^''

cm

and 4*

GSR response. ECG and GSR were

collected continuously during the lag task. Computation of vagal tone

was done

off-line

using sections of extracted data.

Three-minute sections of ECG data were extracted from the continuous data to be

used in the calculation of vagal tone according to Porges' (1985) technique for detrending

and

filtering the heart rate signal.

Two baseline measures

resting baseline before the lag task (Baseline 1),

the lag task (Baseline 2). Vagal tone

was

of vagal tone were calculated:

and resting baseline

after

completion of

also calculated for 3 intervals during Test

beginning, middle, and end, and for the same 3 intervals during Test

2.

during the study phases was not assessed because speech production

is

1~

Vagal tone

known to

disrupt

breathing patterns, producing confounds in vagal tone measurement.

Control Measures
Other tasks included a health history questionnaire as well as a number of
psychometric tasks which are designed to measure different domains including general
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level of intellectual functioning,

and measures hypothesized

to relate to prefrontal cortex

functioning (orbital frontal and dorsolateral frontal).

Health and Medical History Questionnaire

A brief questionnaire was given to assess previous and ongoing health problems
including the presence of disease or disorders, use of hypertension medications (beta-

blockers), sleep dysfunction, exercise levels, and ingestion of caffeine and alcohol. This

information was particularly important to

know because of possible confounds

in

ERP

and other physiological measures which might be caused by hypertension medications,
heart problems, autonomic dysfunction, and exercise levels, or head injury. Participants

indicating the presence of any of these confounds were not included in further analyses.

Vocabulary Subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test-Revised (WAIS-R)
In this task, participants were asked to provide a verbal definition for a

words which increased
performed

in difficulty (Wechsler, 1981).

this task better than

experience. This task

younger adults due

was included

to

As described

earlier,

list

of

older adults

knowledge gained through

life

as an index of general verbal intelligence.

Benton Facial Recognition Task fBFRT)

The

BFRT is used to detect gross visual perceptual

linked to posterior, parietal processes (Benton, Hamsher,

this task, participants

which

to

were presented with a

choose a matching

face.

The task

target face

is

made

difficulties

Vamey

which have been

& Spreen,

1983). In

and an array of 6 faces from

increasingly difficult due to

gradations in lighting and the model's position across 13

trials.

This task was included to

confrol for possible degradations in visual perceptual functioning

which might account
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for poor performance

on the lag task due

to an inability to read

and process the visually

presented stimuli'.

California Verbal Learning Inventory

(CVLT)

A modified version of the CVLT (Delis, Kramer, Kaplan & Ober,
study and 3

trials,

test trials

was used

to assess participants' verbal

16 words representing 4 taxonomic categories

were read aloud

to participants in the

same

order, with

categories randomly intermixed. After each study

as

many

task (a

new study

trial

and

recall test)

trial,

were asked

In the study

clothing, tools, spices

participants

trial

and

fruit)

different

were asked

was followed by a

to recall

distractor

and a 20 minute delay in which participants

tasks. After the delay, recall

assessed. Finally, selected items from both study

participants

ability.

words from the

items as possible, in any order. The third recall

performed other psychometric

was

(i.e.,

memory

1987) using 3

to indicate the

list

lists

of the original study items

were presented aloud and

on which an item had appeared. This task was

included to assess recall and source recognition memory.

Experimental Tasks Assessing Prefrontal Cortex Function
Several experimental tasks have been used in recent years which are thought to

tap specific aspects of prefrontal cortex frinctioning. Specifically, tasks are divided into

two general

The Benton

areas: those that are purported to assess dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

Facial Recognition

Task

is

widely used as an indicator of visual perceptual functioning. However,

it

recently been hypothesized that persons with lesions to the orbital frontal cortex might perform this increasingly
difficult task with decreased response selection time (for a discussion, see

Dywan, Segalowitz, Henderson
participants to slow

down

& Jacoby,

response selection.

A decrease in time taken to select responses has been

disinhibition problem. Participants in the present study
disinhibition problems in scoring of the

Dywan, Segalowitz & Williamson, 1994;

1993). Normally, the difficulty of discrimination in the task causes

BFRT.

interpreted as a

were timed on response selection to control for any

has
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functions,

and those

that are purported to assess orbitofrontal cortex functioning. Frontal

lobe theory suggests that dorsolateral areas are important in working

memory

tasks,

and

those that require sequencing and temporal order to be carried out. In contrast,

orbitofrontal cortex is thought to play a role in inhibitory processes, such as tasks

which

require the suppression of prepotent responses.

Two-Back Test This
.

is

a test of working

memory

dorsolateral prefrontal functioning (Petrides, Alvivsatos,

task, a series

that has

Meyer

been related to

& Evans,

1993). In this

of 80 numbers was presented visually to participants on a computer screen.

Each number appeared on

the screen for a total of

was required

500 msec (1000 msec for older

The

participant

that

had been presented 2

was

presented, the participant had to indicate a key press response

to monitor the digit presentation for the occurrence

digits previously.

the last digit ("6") because

it

For example,

had been presented 2

if a

number

string

adults).

of a

digit

of 3-1-6-8-6

on the presentation of

digits previously. If a

number did not

occur two items previously, no response was given. Performance was assessed by
counting the number of correctly detected digit repetitions, as well as the number of false

alarms (incorrect detections of repetition).

Continuous Performance Task (CPT\ This task
processes because

it

is

thought to tap orbitofrontal

requires response inhibition where the inhibited response

was

previously correct (prepotent). In this task, participants were asked to watch a series of

165 digits appear one

at a

for older adults if they

Participants

time on a computer screen. The pace of the task was modified

were imable

were instructed

to

to perform the task at the original pace.

respond as quickly as possible with a key press in two
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different conditions. In the

CPT-P

(press) condition, the participant's task

was

to monitor

the series of digits (0 through 9) for the appearance of one particular digit (9), and to

respond with a key press only for

this digit.

The CPT-P condition was followed by

the

CPT-W (withhold) condition. The CPT-W condition required participants to monitor the
same type of stimulus presentation but
digits except for "9". Stimuli

to

change

key press for

their response to a

all

appeared on the screen for 500 msec (1000 msec,

modified), and were spaced by a 1000

msec (1500 msec, modified)

inter-stimulus interval

(ISI).

Baseline reaction time was also recorded during a pre-test component where

simple

RT was obtained for the presentation of all digits at varying ISIs to control

anticipatory responding. Performance

was assessed on the

using the number of correct response inhibitions

("hits"), as

basis of the

well as the

for

CPT-W task,
number of

incorrect response provisions ("false alarms").

Procedure

Two sessions were used to
The

testing.

sessions were done in the

that carry-over effects

Session

separate the psychometric testing

same order

from the

for all participants because

would be minimal between the

ERP
it

was

felt

sessions.

A

Upon arrival
to the participants

at the

Brock Neuropsychology Laboratory, the study was explained

and written consent was obtained. Following

asked to engage in a series of psychometric

tests (control tasks

tasks) to determine their cognitive abilities in a

this, participants

were

and prefrontal fimction

number of domains. These

tests

were
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administered in a testing

room

monitoring was used during

separate from the

EEG room. No physiological

this portion

of testing which lasted approximately 1-1.5

The second

testing session focussed

hours.

B

Session

General Procedures

.

on electrophysiological

measures. The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 17 scalp electrodes (Fz,

Cz, Pz, F3, F4, F7, F8, C3, C4, P3, P4, T3, T4, T5, T6, 01, and 02) according to the
international 10/20 system using an electrode cap (ElectoCap International). Left

right ears

.10 to

30 Hz.

made

at a

sampling frequency of 256

EEG signals were amplified

of 4. The user interface was an

MS-DOS

Hz and a band pass

electrodes were required to obtain the

and on the sternum

involved cleansing each

pumice

paste,

site

at

based acquisition system called InstEP.

midline on the chest. Application of these electrodes

(approximate area of 2.5 cm^) with isopropyl alcohol and

surgical tape to prevent slipping.

cream and

ECG and GSR. Two

ECG recording and were placed under the left

and then application of the electrode

and these were applied

frequency of

10,000 times in hardware, with a software gain

Other electrophysiological testing consisted of gathering

clavicle

EEG

were used as the reference, with the mastoid serving as ground.

recordings were

and

to the 3""

paste-filled gold electrodes using

Two GSR electrodes were required for GSR recording
and 4*

digits

of the non-dominant hand using conductive

surgical tape.

Physiological recording during the session began with an equipment check and a

brief instructional period. During this time, participants were allowed to

view the
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physiological responses being monitored.

movements were demonstrated
during the

EEG task.

EEG artifacts resulting from blinks and

to participants to

show that

it

was important

to sit quietly

After warning the participant, the experimenter produced a hand

clap to assess presence/absence of GSR responsivity in the participant.

Following the instructional period, EEG,

EGG and GSR measures were obtained

during a 5 minute period of quiet relaxation in the seated position (Baseline

1).

Following the completion of the baseline period, practice sessions were given to
familiarize participants with testing procedures.

La g Task Procedures So
.

blinks as

much

as to avoid contaminating stimulus trials with eye

as possible, participants were instructed that each task in the session

contained visual cues to indicate a suitable period in which to blink. Practice sessions

allowed participants to become familiar with the basic structure of stimulus presentation,

keyboard responses, and eye blink cues that were used

Overview Stimuli used
.

words presented
(a

row of 5 blue

in black,

in the practice, study

in the lag task.

and

test

phases were

all

lowercase

50 pt font on a white background. In each phase, the blink cue

crosshairs in the centre of the screen)

was presented on-screen between

each stimulus presentation. Timing of stimulus/blink cue presentation was identical for
the practice and test phases:

Word

stimuli appeared on-screen for

250 msec, followed by

a blank white screen for 1750 msec. The blink cue was then shown for 1400 msec,

followed by a blank white screen for the 600 msec preceding the next stimulus
presentation. During the study phase, the stimuli remained on-screen for a longer period

(1600 msec, followed by 400 msec blank screen) to allow participants more time to
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examine the study words and commit them
"yes" response

was counterbalanced across

Practice Sessions

words presented one

at

.

StimuU

to

memory. The key used

to indicate the

participants.

in the practice sessions consisted

of lists often, 3 -letter

common words

a time on a computer screen. The stimuli were

representing animals (4 items) and non-animals (6 items). Participants were instructed to

press one key if the

word was an animal

word was not an animal

("yes" response),

and to press another key

("no" response). Practice sessions were given

if the

2-4 times to

ensure that participants were able to perform the task properly.

Study Phase

.

Following completion of the practice sessions, participants were

given instructions for viewing the study

view each word as
later.

it

list

for the first time. Participants

appeared on the screen, read

Upon completion of the

study

list,

it

aloud, and to try to

were asked

remember

it

to

for

instructions for the test phase of the lag task

were given.
Test Phase

words. In this

list

.

Participants

were instructed

that they

were going

to see a

of words, there would be some words from the study

words. Participants were told that some of the

new words would

list

new list of

and some new

repeat during this

list,

but that they should ignore them; their job was to press one key for any word they saw

that

was from

even

if they

were able

the study

list

("yes" response),

were repeated ("no" response). The

to repeat the correct instructions

After completing the

relax for a

and to press another key for

few minutes

first test

to prevent

back

test

new words,

phase began as soon as participants

to the experimenter.

phase, participants were allowed to

eye fatigue.

all

When participants

sit

back and

indicated they were
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ready to continue, they were instructed that they were going to view the same study

list

again and should read the words aloud and try to remember them for later (study phase).
After the second presentation of the study

to see another

list

list,

participants

were told

that they

of words which contained some words from the study

another set of brand-new words

(test

new words would repeat within the

phase

list,

all

as well as

Again, they were told that some of the

but to ignore them so that they

key for study words, and another key for

Upon completion of the

2).

list,

were going

other words not seen

lag task, a second baseline

would press one

on the study

list.

ECG was collected (Baseline

2) during 5 minutes of quiet relaxation in the seated position.

At

the end of Session B,

monitoring equipment and electrodes were removed and participants were thanked for
their cooperation

and involvement.

all

.
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Results

General Analysis Procedures

.

Results for Test

1

and Test 2 of the lag paradigm were

analysed separately. Although the instructions and procedure for each test phase were

identical, Test

2 differed from Test

1

in the manipulation

of study item familiarity; study

items were viewed for a second time before Test 2, and were therefore expected to be

more

familiar to participants than in Test

1

The analyses presented here have been

corrected for violations of Mauchley's

Test of Sphericity (where necessary) using the Huynh-Feldt Epsilon correction for
degrees of freedom and F

statistic probabilities.

values are reported in the

text.

Corrected/? values and uncorrected df

Results with probabilities greater than .05 are not

reported, unless central to the discussion. Refer to

Appendix

B

for analysis

summary

tables.

Behavioural Data

From ERP

Session

would demonstrate higher source

.

It

was expected

errors in the older

that the data in the present study

group relative to the younger group,

based on evidence from previous source monitoring studies. Specifically,
predicted that there

(foils)

would be no group

errors than the

intervening words could allow for

familiarity.

some

Lag 2 items represented

memory hypothesis were

correct, the

was

differences in behavioural response to

or study items (targets). For lag 6 items,

would produce more source

it

it

was predicted

new words

that the older adults

younger adults because the longer lag of 6

imcertainty regarding the source of the item's

the centtal experimental manipulation. If the source

tendency to respond "yes" to lag 2 items would be

equivalent across groups because the short lag would leave

little

ambiguity with respect
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to the source

of their

correct, older adults

show increased

familiarity.

However,

would not be helped by

levels

hypothesis were

if the inhibitory control

the recency of the lag 2 repetition

and would

of source error relative to young adults, even for these recently

repeated items.

A measure of behavioural performance was calculated based on the proportion of
items participants responded "yes" for each type of stimulus (study, lag 2, lag 6 and

foils).

Thus, responding "yes" for study items was the correct response, while responding "yes"

for

any other stimulus type was the incorrect response. The proportion of "yes" responses

was chosen

as the dependent measure to adjust for different

numbers of trials between

stimulus types, and to determine whether there was a general tendency for either group

toward more
Tables

1

liberal or conservative

and 2

for Test

and Test

1

response

These scores are presented in

criteria.

2, respectively.

To analyse these

proportion of "yes" responses for study, lag 2, lag 6

,

and

foil

(group) X 4 (stimulus type) mixed design analysis of variance

Insert Table

Test

1

.

As can be

seen in Table

lag 6 items, in spite of performance

adults.

The main

effect

1,

1

lag 6

(A/=

.29), lag

mean

items was submitted to a 2

(ANOVA).

about here.

the older adults have higher errors

on study and

foil

items that

is

on lag 2 and

similiar to the

of stimulus was significant {F 3^7 = 47.29,/? < .001, rf

such that study items had the highest proportion of "yes" responses

by

data, the

2

(M=

.22),

and

comparably on study items (younger =

foil

items

(M= .12).

.53 vs. older

=

younger

=

.71)

{M= .51), followed

The groups performed

.46) as well as foil items

(younger
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=

.13 vs. older =.11).

However, when compared

made more than twice the number of errors
.13),

main

for lag

to

younger

adults, the older adults

2 items (older =.31

and twice the number of errors for lag 6 items (older = .38
effect for

group was not

significant, indicating that neither

younger =

vs.

younger =

vs.

.20).

group was more

The

liberal

or conservative in response selection.

Planned comparisons of group performance were carried out to determine
groups differed significantly in the

samples

t-tests

ability to discriminate

p<

.05),

each item type. Independent

were used for these comparisons. The groups differed significantly in the

proportion of "yes" responses for lag 2 items

2.24,

if the

but not for study or

{t ,9

= -2A6,p <

.05)

and lag 6 items

(/ 19

=

-

foil items.

Therefore, these data are consistent with previous findings of increased source

memory

errors in older adults—although the similar levels of sensitivity to study items

and

suggest that poorer levels of encoding or recognition, per

foils

The higher

se, are

error rate for lag 6 items replicates earlier findings (e.g.,

submitted). However, the

immediacy of the

lag 2 repetition did not

not responsible.

Dywan et al.,
seem

to protect the

older adults from misattributing the source of item familiarity.

Test 2

.

A look at the means in Table 2 indicates that the pattern of performance in

Test 2 was very similar to Test

1

.

Again, the older adults

show a greater proportion of

"yes" responses for lag 6 and lag 2 items than the younger group in spite of similar

performance on study and

foil items.

Insert Table 2 about here.

.
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The main

was

effect for stimulus

significant

(F ^,7 = 90.51, p <

(M=

such that the proportion of "yes" responses for study items

6 and lag 2 items

(M=

.24,

and A/=

items

.18), as well as foil

items (younger

was expected

M= .09 vs.

older

M= .14).

to increase study item familiarity

As

easier in Test 2.

approximately

1

on

make

(M= .12). As in Test

M= .60) and

M= .26 vs.

younger

M= .34 vs.

M= .10).

made more

younger A/= .13) as well as

However, the gap

in error rates for

had further increased with the older group now over 2.5 times more

stimulus by group interaction {Fj^j

= S.OO,p <

the part of the younger adults to correctly reject

older adults continued to meike a substantial

t-tests

effect for

group was not

were carried out

.001, rf

all

more

.01) items for study items, but

to determine if the

foil items.

was of equal

.30)

number of lag

significant.

likely to mistake lag 2 (/

=

,9

=

was a

likely to

significant

due to a greater

ability

on

types of non-target items, while the

errors.

However, planned independent

groups differed significantly in the

proportion of "yes" responses for each stimulus type.

significantly

list

1

the lag items, the older adults again

lag 6 items than younger adults (older

The main

1,

and make the source discrimination task

lag 2 and lag 6 errors relative to the younger adults. Thus, there

samples

older

lag

The second presentation of the study

5% for both groups relative to Test

on lag 2 items (older
lag items

.83),

expected, study item recognition increased, with an improvement of

With respect to performance on
errors

=

was higher than

M= .71 vs.

both groups performed similarly on study items (younger

foil

.59)

.001, rf

As

-2.42, p

in Test

<

.05)

1

,

the older group

and lag 6

(/ 19

ability in the correct detection

=

was

-2.77,

p<

of study and
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Therefore, the data from Test 2, Hke that of Test

was impaired

discrimination of source for the lag items

there

is

relatively

good performance on study and

foil

1,

also demonstrated that only

in the older adults.

Again,

items for the older group,

suggesting appropriate encoding and recognition levels. However, the older adults

make a high number of lag 6

continue to

of the study words

were due

is

errors,

even though the general discriminability

greater in Test 2 relative to Test

to impaired recognition ability,

for lag 2 items, but these errors

1.

Furthermore,

if the lag errors

one would expect a greatly reduced error

were only

slightly

reduced in Test

2.

rate

Thus, these data are

not consistent with a simple, memory-based, deficit in discrimination of source on the

part of older adults.

Reaction Time Data
determine

if the

.

Reaction time (RT) for the lag task was also analysed to

present results replicate previous studies which have found that older

adults generally take longer to

make

decision time than other item types.

their responses,

and that lag 6 items require a longer

A 2 x 4 mixed design ANOVA was performed on

the reaction time data for correct trials only, with group (younger vs. older) and stimulus

type (study, lag 2, lag

Test

1

.

6,

foils) factors.

Mean reaction time

are presented in Table 3.

Younger

and

Of note

is

for correct trials

the pattern of RT responses

adults take longest to respond for study items but

among the

non-target categories

.

2, lag

6 and

foil

items

shown by each group:

show very

little

difference

In contrast, older adults take longest to respond for

both types of lag items, while study and
time.

of study, lag

foil

items require the least amount of response
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Insert Table 3 about here.

There was a main effect of group (F557 = 28.74,/? < .001,
adults took longer to

make responses

respectively). Neither the stimulus

>

significant (p

than younger adults

main

effect nor the stimulus

.

Mean reaction time

.60) such that older

vs.

M= 864 msec,

by group interaction were

M= 1078 vs.

4 about here.

of study, lag

for correct trials

are presented in Table 4. Relative to Test

Test 2 (older

1200

=

.05).

Insert Table

Test 2

(M=

rf

younger

1,

1

:

6 and

foil

items

both groups make their responses faster in

M= 800 msec).

responses was very similar to that of Test

2, lag

However, the pattern of RT

The younger group took longest

for study

items while the older group took longest for lag items. Again, only the main effect of

group was significant (F ,,g = 24. 1 5, /? < .001 Tf=
,

making

their responses than older adults.

between stimulus type and group suggests
source

memory problems observed

.56),

The lack of a

with younger adults faster at

statistically reliable interaction

that speed of processing is not central to the

in the older adult sample.

ERP Data
Basic Procedures

.

To

prepare for the different electrophysiological analyses,

ERP data were binned according to
averaged waveforms for

all

stimulus type and electrode site to produce reliable

comparisons.

To

quantify these data,

ERPs

for each stimulus

type were considered separately. Thus, after extracting each participant's

EEG data into
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2000 msec epochs, the ERPs were divided

into groups

of the stimulus conditions, and each of the electrode
condition, only trials in

analyses.

which the

combination.

ERP

site, to

data from Test

comparisons could be made to
in

which the

lag test

1

trials

representing each

Within each stimulus

were used for further

across participants within each age group, and for

produce a grand average waveform for each

and Test 2 were treated individually so

Dywan et al.

earlier data obtained in the

was given only once

(Test

1),

and the

might be studied (Test

familiarity of the study items

sites used.

participant responded correctly

The data were then averaged

each stimulus condition and

of muUiple

effect

that

(submitted) study

of increasing the

2).

Several methods of ERP analysis are available. Normally, areas of interest within

the

ERP

are denoted

by the appearance of characteristic waveforms which occur

specific latencies after stimulus presentation, such as the P300.

also be

more

for

any particular waveform

and duration (width)

here rather than

latencies in

at specified points

a fimction of the wave amplitude

of interest. This type of analysis

is

used

longer

ERP components, making it difficult to simply use component latency to

Dywan et al.,

in

both age groups used in this study (see

submitted).

Thus, to determine the area encompassing the

2000 msec

is

of interest.

ERP component analysis because older adults are known to have

match the areas encompassing the LP response
also,

ERP data may

flexibly analysed using area under the curve for various areas

The area under the curve
(height)

However,

at

ERP was

LP

response for both groups, each

subdivided into 100 msec epochs. The average of the 200 msec pre-

stimulus baseline was subtracted from

all

post-stimulus data points.

The corrected data
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points in 100

=

.10

)

msec

bins,

from 100 msec

1700 msec, were subjected to paired

to

across stimulus type, and within electrode

site (the results

of these

t-tests are

LP

reported here). Based on this pre-testing, the area chosen to encompass the

both groups was determined to be 400-800 msec. Therefore,

conducted on the
this study

LP response occurring

within the 400-800

were based on the midline electrode

interactions, while interesting in relation to a

were not reported

in the following analyses

sites:

more

Fz, Cz,

all

ERP

t-tests

{a

not

effect for

analyses were

msec epoch.

All analyses in

and Pz. Stimulus by

site

detailed analysis of ERP topography,

because they are not central to the outlined

hypotheses.

Insert Figures

1

and 2 about here.

A look at the averaged ERP data indicates that the younger and older adults
differed in their pattern of ERP responses to the different stimulus types (Figure

these data for Test

1

;

Figure 2

show

these data for Test 2).

the pattern of ERP responses for younger adults in Test

between the

different stimulus types

generally having the highest

confrast, the older adults

LP

showed a

in Figure

1,

clear differentiation

amplitude, followed by lag items, and then

types, although study items generally

all

shows

from approximately 400-800 msec, with study items

showed very

In Test 2, amplitudes for

1

As can be seen

1

little

differentiation

foils.

In

between the different stimulus

had the highest LP amplitude.

stimulus types increased for both groups in the 400-

800 msec area encompassing the LP response. Again, both groups had the
responses for study items however, the younger adults showed very large

largest

LP

LP responses

.
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were associated with much lower amplitudes. In

for study items, while other item types

contrast, the older adults

showed much

still

less differentiation

different stimulus types, although they produced slightly

than in Test

The

more

of LP responses for the

2

differentiation in Test

1

Repetition Effect

stimuli will elicit a greater

LP

.

As

outlined previously,

it is

expected that repeated

than newly presented or non-repeated items in

ERP

paradigms where simple stimulus repetition occurs. In the lag paradigm, there are

foil

words, which are not repeated during the task, and there are several word types that are
repeated during the task.

the

mean LP

words

if the current

area for repeated words (study

(foils)

ANOVA.

To determine

were subjected

to a 2 (group)

Refer to Table 5 for

mean LP

+

+

lag 2

study replicated the repetition effect,

lag 6 items)

x 2 (stimulus type) x

areas for Test

1

,

and non-repeated

3 (site)

mixed design

and Table 6 for mean

LP

areas

for Test 2.

Insert Table 5 about here.

Test

There was a main effect of stimulus type (F

1

.47) such that repeated

repeated words

significant

(F

,

(M=
,9

differentiation in

=

0.17 i^V

=

1.47 ^V). However, the stimulus

stimulus types

<

.001, rf

=

.43) with

6.86,

/?

<

(M= 3.25

by group

(M=

3.60

while older adults did not show an

(M= 2.90 jaV repeated words vs.

1

.00 1 , 7^

=

|iV) than non-

interaction

was

also

younger adults showing a large

area for the two stimulus types

new words),

=

words were associated with a greater LP

14.33,/?

LP

,,9

LP

^V repeated words vs.
differentiation

M- 2.76 ^V new words).

M

of the two

Therefore,

it

.
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seems

younger group produced a reUable repetition

that only the

effect in Test

1

Insert Table 6 about here.

Test 2

24.45, /?

<

{M= 5.00

In Test 2, there

.

.001

rf

,

=

.56),

was a

was

main

effect for stimulus type

(F

such that repeated words were associated with a larger

^iV) than non-repeated

interaction

significant

also significant

words

{F

,

,9

=

(M= 3.00
4.30,/?

=

7;^

,9

-

LP

area

The stimulus by group

f^V).

.05,

,

=

.18),

due in large part to the

degree of differentiation shown by the younger group (repeated words A/ = 5.48 ^V, nonrepeated words

M= 2.64 |iV).

(repeated words

differentiation

Again, the older group showed

much

M= 4.53 |xV, non-repeated words M- 3.67 pV).

by the older group

for repeated

stands in contrast to most previous

The Standard Lag

Effect

.

The

and non-repeated words

work on age

differences in the

As mentioned previously,

modification of the lag paradigm used by

less differentiation

Dywan et al.

lack of

is

ERP

a finding that

repetition effect.

the present study is a

(submitted). In that study, 3

stimulus types were presented in the test phase of the experiment-study, lag 6 and foil

ERP

responsivity to

specific stimulus types in an interesting way. For correct trials, the

younger group

words.

showed
foil

It

was found

the greatest

that older

LP

and younger groups differed

for study words, intermediate

LP

in

for lag 6 words,

and low LP

for

words, with clear differentiation between stimulus types. In contrast, the older adults

showed the expected
seemed

large

LPs

for study words,

to "over-react" to lag 6 words, with

LPs

and the low LP for

foil

words, but

as large or larger than those for their
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study words.

To determine

if the present study

produced similar

results, the lag

2 and lag 6

categories were collapsed to form a single lag category and entered into a 2 (group) x 3

(stimulus) X 3 (site)

mixed design ANOVA. Thus,

study, lags (average

LP

Test

1

.

area for lag 2 and lag 6 items), and

In this analysis, there

=

was a

<

LP (M=

3.91 \\N), foil items with the smallest

intermediate

=

7.25, p

effect

(F 2 38 -

)aV).

<

(M=

1.47 ^V), and lag items with an

However, the stimulus by group interaction was also

.01, rf

=

.28), as predicted.

The younger

adults

showed a

between study and lag items, with study items associated with larger LPs

{M= 4.44 ^V vs.

relative to lag items

small LPs

main

such that overall, study items were associated with the largest

LP {M= 2.93

significant (F238

distinction

.37)

were

foils.

significant stimulus

11. 24,/?

.001, Tf

the three stimulus conditions

(M= 0.50

study and lag items

between lag and

|xV).

The older

(M= 3.38

foil

items

^iV vs.

{M= 2.67

M= 3.18

|j.V),

adults did not

foil

items associated with very

show as much

distinction

between

M= 2.67 |aV), nor did they show any distinction
|xV vs.

M= 2.76 ^V).

interaction occurs in relation to the foil items for Test

minimal responsivity

and

1

:

Thus, the largest part of the

Younger

adults clearly

for the foil items but unexpectedly, the older adults

show

show equal LP

areas for foil and lag items, given that they are as able as the younger adults to reject the

foil

items behaviourally.

Test

that

1

replicates the previous finding

of a stimulus by group interaction showing

younger adults have a higher LP area for study items than for lag items, while older

adults have an increased lag

LP relative

to their study LP.

However,

it

does not replicate
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the earlier study in that the older adults are producing higher amplitudes to the foils than

had been observed previously.

conceivable that the overall task difficulty

It is

was

greater than the previous study because the present study includes 2 types of lag items.

is

possible that the older adults compensated for this by becoming

more

vigilant

and

It

less

able to ignore even the foil items.

Test 2

<

.001, rf

=

next largest

.

was

In Test 2, there

.52),

main

effect for stimulus type

with study items having the largest

(M= 4.12

significant stimulus

The shape of the

also a

^V), and

foil

LP {M=

items the smallest

(F 2.33 = 20.71

that contained the interaction:

it

was

LP (M=

the difference

The younger group had a much

3.00 ^V). However, a

.01, rf

more
1

=1.10 ^V). Although not

differentiation

between lag and

.45 \xW vs. difference older

=

previous findings of increased

study.

foil

as dramatic, the

LP than the

=

21).

between study and lag LP
greater differentiation

between study and lag items than the older group (difference younger = 4.16 |aV
difference older

p

6.75 \iW), lag items the

by group interaction was also found (Fjsg = 5.47,/? <

interaction suggests that

,

vs.

younger group also showed

older group (difference younger

=

0.79 ^V). Thus, the results from Test 2 replicated the

LP

amplitude in the older group for lag items relative to

The LP responses of the older

adults contrast sharply with the apparent ability of

the yoimger adults to inhibit their reactivity to both types of non-target stimuli—the lag

words and the

foils.

Although Test 2 cannot be a

direct replication

study because of the second viewing of the study

group interaction in

LP

amplitude

is

list,

of the

Dywan et al.

the presence

noteworthy because

(submitted)

of the stimulus by

this effect is still present in spite
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of increased behavioural accuracy on study items.

The Main Hypothesis; High
hypothesis for this study

relative to study items

is

Reactivity vs. Poor Recollection

that the previously noted

(Dywan et al.,

LP

.

The main

"over-reactivity" for lag items

submitted) could be attributed to one of the

following explanations: 1) either the older adults exhibit greater

LP responses

for the lag

items because they do not specifically recollect the source of the item's familiarity as well
as the younger group and therefore continue to allocate attentional resources to the

decision (indexed by the

LP

response) or, 2) the older adults are

more

susceptible to the

perceptual fluency of lag items due to the relative recency of their presentation.

According
for lag

words due

hypothesis

is

to the recollection hypothesis, older adults

to

ambiguity caused by poor recollection of the item's source. If this

correct, the older adults should not

lag 2 items because

produce high amplitude LPs

it

would be

produce the heightened amplitude

relatively easy to determine that these

LP to

words were

presented just 2 items previously. The lag 2 items should be dismissed from further
consideration by both the older and younger adults, and there should not be a stimulus-

type by group interaction.

LP to

lag

salient properties

of

Alternatively, according to the reactivity hypothesis, the high amplitude

items on the part of older adults

the stimulus

interaction

itself, in this

due to

their inability to

case, recency. If this is true,

it

overcome

would be expected

that the

between study and lag 2 LPs would be as great or greater than the interaction

of study and lag 6 LPs. To
(site)

is

mixed design

test the

main hypothesis,

several 2 (group)

x 2 (stimulus) x

ANOV As were performed to test the relationship of study vs.

3

lag 2
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LP, study

were used so
for the

lag 6 LP,

vs.

that

mean LP
Study

and study

vs.

Lag 2 LP

1,

(Test 1)

items suggested that the groups had

1

and Test

and Table 6 for the mean

study words, and dropped to a

showed a

Separate analyses

2.

LP responses

LP responses that were very

in Test 2.

The younger group had a mean LP of 4.44 \iV

mean LP of 3.04

different pattern

lag 2

close to the pattern

for

\iW for lag 2 words. In comparison, the

of LP responsivity which suggested that they

produced very similar LP responses for both study and lag 2 words

= 3.01 ^V,

Refer to Table 5

directly.

A look at the overall means for study vs.

.

predicted by the reactivity hypothesis.

older adults

LP in Test

any interactions by group could be examined

responses in Test

vs.

foil

{M= 3.37

M

\iW vs.

respectively).

The stimulus by group
significance in the analysis.

interaction,

and the stimulus main effect did not reach

However, the presence of a three-way stimulus by

group interaction (Fjsg = 5.22, p <

.01, rf

=

.22) indicated that the stimulus

site

by

by group

interaction might be present, but not consistent at all three sites. Therefore, separate 2

(group) by 2 (stimulus) mixed design

ANOVAs were conducted for each of the three

electrode sites (Fz, Cz, and Pz) to determine if this

Results of the three separate

site

the case.

analyses can be summarized as follows:

contained the predicted stimulus by group interaction (F

with younger adults showing a large

LP

site

was

response for lag 2 words

less difference in

LP

LP

(M= 2.35

for study

words

,

,9

=

5.69,

(M- 5.85

|iV)

p < .05,

rf

=

.23)

and a much lower

|aV). In contrast, the older adults

response for study and lag 2 items

The Fz

{M= 5.04 nV vs.

showed much

M= 4.50 |aV,

respectively), suggesting that they did indeed "over-react" to the lag 2 items relative to the

.
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performance of the younger

{F

1,19

~

10.52,

p<

.01, rf

adults.

=

.36),

At Fz, the stimulus main

effect

was

LP

with study items having a greater

2 items, due largely to the difference in

LP

also significant

response than lag

response across stimulus types exhibited by

the younger group.

At the Cz
interaction

were

site,

neither the stimulus

(M= 4.50 ^V vs.

show more of a decrease

Pz

site the

in

LP response from

for

study to lag 2 items

yoimger group showed a tendency to increase in

amplitude from study to lag

2(M= 2.98

showed equal LP responses

for study

However, there were no

i^V vs.

M= 3.41

and lag 2 items

while the older group

|aV),

(M= 2.01 ^V vs.

M= 2.03 |nV).

significant effects in this analysis. Thus, the stimulus

interaction existed as predicted, but only at the

vs.

by group

M= 3.36 ^iV) than the older group (M= 3.08 ^V vs. M= 2.49 |iV).

Lastly, at the

Study

effect nor the stimulus

However, the pattern of mean LP responses had a trend

significant.

the younger group to

main

Lag 2 LP

(Test 2)

.

Fz

site in

Test

by group

1

A look at the pattern of LP responsivity for each

group suggests that once again, the older group did not differentiate the study and lag 2
items with

/7

<

.01, rf

6.75

|a.V

LP responsivity.
=

vs.

.29) with study items

adults

LP

rf

=

having an overall larger

LP

,

,9

=

area than lag 2 items

7.88,

(M=

M= 4.37 ^V), again due to the large difference in LP areas for the younger

group. However, there

p< .05,

There was a significant main effect of stimulus (F

.27)

from study

was

also a significant stimulus

by group interaction (F

which can be described

as a large difference in

(M= 8.25

(M= 3.61

^V)

to lag 2

area for older adults between study

(M=

f^V) items,

LP

,

,9

=

7.05,

area for younger

and a lack of difference in

5.26 |aV) and lag 2

(M= 5.13

|aV) items. In
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contrast to Test

in

form

at

1

,

the stimulus

each electrode

posterior sites (Fz

site,

> Cz >

items.

However,

1

,

still

in this analysis

the older group

in Test 2, the

less able than the

of study

mean LP response

Study

vs.

younger adults to

two stimulus types

two stimulus

Lag 6 LP

vs. lag

due

is

and lag

sensitivity to

Given

(Test 1)

was evident

that the

ERP

one type of stimulus

particular task, having a lag 2

the fact that

is

for study

terms

is

and lag 2

larger for both

older adults

it

might also be that the lack of

to a ceiling effect,

LP

which would

dictate

areas to aid in the

types.

.

The second

test

of the reactivity versus

x 2 (stimulus) x

it is

3 (site)

mixed design

lag 6 words. Predictions with

true that a reliable interaction

in earlier studies

was only one type of lag
6.

LP

of producing larger

respect to lag 6 items were less clear. While

lag 2

2

in absolute

ANOVA to test the pattern of LP responses for study vs.

studies there

identical

inhibit their electrophysiological reactivity to

recollection hypothesis consisted of a 2 (group)

stimulus type and group

and nearly

when recollection ought to be good,

that the older adults are simply not capable

differentiation of the

significant

showed equal LP responses

the familiar but non-target lag 2 items. However,

differentiation for these

was

except for a slight decrease in size from anterior to

stimulus types. This suggests that even

are

interaction

Pz).

Of particular interest
analogous to Test

by group

(Dywan et al.,

submitted), in those

item. In the present paradigm, there are

reactivity is probably

relative to another type

and lag 6

in the

between

two

types,

an index of the degree of
of stimulus in the context of a

same study might

responses to lag 6 items. Nonetheless, based on earlier work,

it

alter participants'

was hypothesized

that
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younger adults would be able to

inhibit the

LP

response to lag 6 items since they are

designated non-targets. However, older adults would be less able to

reactivity to these repeated items, irrespective

adults

were

less able to recollect the source

of the cause—that

is,

dampen their

whether the older

of familiarity for the lag 6 items, or because

they were more influenced by perceptual fluency due to the recency of the lag 6 items
relative to study items.

In Test

LPs

for study

older group

6

(M= 3.38

by group

1,

LP

the pattern of mean

words

relative to lag 6

showed

the

|iV vs.

M= 2.33 \iW).

interaction

performed for each

same

responses for the younger group showed larger

words

(M= 4.44

pattern, decreasing the

\iW vs.

mean LP response from study

16.10,

the

/?

<

vs.

were significant

site (statistics are

Lag 6 LP

.001, rf

mean LP

=

(Test 2)

.46) with the

in Test

1

.

Separate mixed design

not reported here) confirm that the stimulus by

.

site.

The stimulus main

mean LP

effect

was

significant (F,

Study

vs. Foil

LP

=

showed

this

LP responses produced by the younger group. The

reported here) confirm that the interaction

effect is present at each site

,9

area for study items (6.75 |aV) higher than

stimulus by group interaction was not significant, and separate

main

ANOVAs

area for lag 6 items (3.88 \iV). Both younger and older groups

pattern, but with the usual larger

to lag

Neither the main effect of stimulus nor the stimulus

group interaction was not significant for any particular

Study

M= 3.33 nV), and the

is

.

The

by

not significant at any one

and decreases

(Test 1)

site

in size

third test

analyses (not

site,

while the

from anterior to posterior

of the reactivity

hypothesis was a test of the relationship of study and

site

foil

vs.

sites.

poor recollection

LPs by group. Existing
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literature suggests that the

LP response for foil

items should be minimal, given that they

are not repeated or familiar items in the lag task (e.g., Wilding

According to the recollection hypothesis,

new items relative

to the study, lag

if the foil

& Rugg,

1996).

items could not be distinguished as

2 and lag 6 items,

it

would be expected

that this

ambiguity regarding the source of these items would be associated with a continued

LP

allocation of attention to these items, and therefore, a larger

older adults had

more

response. Thus, if the

difficulty discriminating the foil items than the

would expect a stimulus by group

younger

interaction in the relationship of study

and

adults,

foil

one

LP

amplitudes.

The prediction based on
example,

if the

the reactivity hypothesis

older adults were

is

more

difficult to

make. For

more influenced by bottom-up processes than by goal-

directed processes because they have inefficient inhibitory control, they might

tendency to have increased

LP responses

for foil

words simply because there

inhibition for all non-goal related information. Conversely, if it

drives balance of these two competing influences, then one

not produce an

LP

is

a lack of

recency, per se, that

would expect

that they

would

response for these novel items. However, based on previous work

concerning the repetition
predicted that the foil

LP

is

show a

LP

effect, as well as the findings

of Dywan

et al. (submitted),

it

was

amplitude would be minimal for both groups relative to study

amplitude.

In Test

1,

there

was a main

effect for stimulus

{F

,

,9

=

16.12,

such that study items (A/ = 3.91 ^V) were associated with a larger
items

(M=

1.47 ^iV). However, the stimulus by group interaction

LP

=

.46)

response than

foil

/?

was

<

.001, 7^

also significant

{F

.
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!,i9

~

9.05,

p< .0\,

=

Tf

.32),

with the older group showing

responses for study items relative to

compared

to the

Study

younger group

vs. Foil

foil

(M= 4.44

LP (Test 2)

.

LP

responses

(M=

,9

=

35.69,

{M- 6.76

.10 |iV).

p<

foil

=

,9

the older group again showdng a tendency for less distinct

relative to foils

(M= 5.26 \iV vs. M=3.37

When Test
LP

response for

1

It is

in reactivity during Test 2.

The

possible that this

is

is

The

.32)

with

=

to the

younger group

it

seems

that the increased

accompanied by an increased LP

simply a reflection of an overall increase

that the

responses was not the same for both groups relative to their study LPs.

literature

concerning the repetition

LP response
effect,

this context. Certainly, in the previous study

were associated with minimal LP responses

for foil items is difficult:

one would expect that

would be associated with a very minimal LP response given

difficulty

.01, if

|iV).

However, the stimulus by group interaction indicates

interpretation of the older group's increased

Based on the

1

responses for study items

and Test 2 are compared for both groups,

foil items.

LP

(M= 3.01

p<

when compared

|j.V),

response for study items in Test 2

pattern of foil

LP

similar to Test

M= 2.64 ^V).

(M= 8.25 ^V vs.

amplitude

items

8.73,

was

.65) with study items

rf-

.001,

nV) than

stimulus by group interaction was also significant (F,

LP

M= 2.76 |aV), when

3.38 |aV vs.

A/=

|xV vs.

less distinct

In Test 2, the pattern of results

There was a main effect of stimulus (F,
associated with larger

items

much

by Dywan

items

that they are novel items in

et al.

in both groups.

foil

(submitted), foil items

However, the increased

of the present study (because of the inclusion a second lag item category) might

have changed the pattern of responsivity to a more

"relative" type

of distinction between
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when examined

item types. Indeed,

stimulus types, there

is

in the context

an indication that the

foil

of the

LP

LP

responses to

all

other

response was relatively minimal,

especially in Test 2.

In Test

1,

there

is

very

little

differentiation

between any stimulus types in the

older group, noting that they do produce the largest

more

differentiation

foils

when

between the

the study and lag 2

for study items. In Test 2, there is

of all stimulus types and overall, the study

response. However,

differentiation

LP

LP

all

of the

foil

LP

LP

is still

amplitudes are compared, there

and lag 6 LP responses; very

little

is

the highest

very

little

differentiation

responses; and a clear distinction between the smaller

between

LP of the

and lag 6 items, and the larger LP amplitudes for study and lag 2 items. This overall

pattern suggests that the study and lag 2 items were perhaps the

most

salient items in the

task (for reasons of targetness or perceptual fluency), while the lag 6 and foil items were

not as salient

when compared to

LP might be an

the study and lag 2 items. Thus, the slightly higher foil

indication of the older group's overall difficulty with inhibition of

irrelevant information and, in general, the

LP

inhibitory control for irrelevant information

data

on the

seem

to be consistent with decreased

part of older adults.

Relationship of LP Area to Behavioural Performance

.

Though

it is

already apparent

that the size

of the LP

relationship

between the LP and behavioural performance was assessed using Pearson

is

not perfectly related to behavioural performance, the degree of

correlations. Residualized variables

were used

in the correlations to control for general

ERP reactivity and the general tendency to respond "yes".
with the

foil

LP

area

was removed from

the variance in

LP

Therefore, variance associated

area for each of the remaining
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stimulus types, and the tendency to respond "yes" for foils was covaried from the

tendency to respond "yes" for each of the remaining stimulus types. Study, lag

6 correlations were examined both across and within groups, for Test

LP

1

2,

and lag

and Test 2

(foil

area did not correlate with the tendency to respond "yes" for foil items). Note that

correlations

withp <

because the

total

Though

.10

were reported because of the small overall sample

sample was further

splitting the

split in

to

and

order to examine trends within each group.

groups reduced the sample size severely,

examine the patterns within the groups

size

it

was necessary

to

expose the effects of interest.

Insert Table 7 about here.

Test

1

.

Table 7 depicts the correlations between

performance in Test
directions

1

.

Though the

1

,

lag 6

LP

is

area and behavioural

correlations are not large, they are in different

between the groups for some

stimuli. In Test

LP

stimuli,

and

negatively correlated

to respond "yes", or simply put, lag 6 errors.

in the

{r--

same
.39,

direction for other

p<

.

appears that there

it

is

0) with the tendency

Within the older group,

correlation tends to be larger than for both groups together, though

Thus,

1

a trend for larger lag 6

it is

it is

clear that the

not significant.

LP to be associated with better

performance on lag 6 items within the older group.

Insert Table 8 about here.

Test 2

.

Correlations of LP area and behavioural performance for Test 2 are

depicted in Table

8.

There

is

a significant correlation between lag 6

LP and

lag 6 errors
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(r

=-

.46,

p < .05)

such that larger LPs are associated with fewer errors on lag 6 items.

However, the correlations within each group
younger group only
There

is

(r

=

-

.55,

overall group correlation

group, there

is

(r

is

lag 2 items.

relationship

However,

.37,/?

<

.10).

When the

to respond "yes" for lag 2

groups are

split, it is

clear that the

not representative of the within-group effects. In the younger

LP

LP

area and lag 2 errors,

areas are associated with better behavioural performance

in the older group there is

an opposite trend for a positive

between lag 2 LP area and behavioural performance.

From the

LP

=

LP and tendency

a strong negative correlation between lag 2

indicating that larger lag 2

on

p< .10).

a relationship between lag 2

items in the overall group

indicate that this relationship holds for the

previous

ERP

analyses reported here,

for older adults is large in relation to the study

LP

it

has been shown that the lag 2

area. Furthermore, this pattern is

opposite to that of the younger adults. The corollary of this finding

is that

the

LP

"over-

response" in older adults tends to be associated with poorer recognition of the source of

these items, while the opposite

is

true for the

relationship to behavioural performance

younger

adults.

was found only

Of note

is

the fact that this

in Test 2.

Psychometric Measures
Performance on the Benton Facial Recognition Task indicated that the older group
did not

group

by

show

(/ ,9

=

significant deficits in visual perceptual processing

1.10,/?

>

.05).

compared

to the

younger

Thus, source errors in the lag task could not be accounted for

the presence of visual perceptual decline in the older adults.

Measures of recall and recognition memory obtained

in the California Verbal
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Learning Task (CVLT) indicated that the older group had poorer free recall ability over

CVLT (t

the 4 recall conditions in the

compared

to the

The

mean recall of

1 1

.

,9

=

3.87,/?

words

1

for the

<

.001), with a

mean recall of 8.6 words

younger group.

CVLT recognition task given at the 20 minute delay served as a measure of

source recognition independent of the lag task. Source recognition

the older group

(/ ,9

the yoimger group's

with the source

memory

=

<

2.53, p

.05) with a

mean

mean recognition of 14.4

memory and

was

also poorer for

recognition of 12.8 items, compared to

items. Again, this finding is congruent

aging literature which consistently demonstrates source

deficits in older adults using behavioural paradigms.

Finally, the groups also differed in the use

performance—the tendency to

"cluster" the

as a measure of strategic processing.

taxonomically related words during

clustered

all

of memory strategy to improve

4 words in each taxonomic category was used

The older group produced

recall,

to aid

of 2.6

while the younger group almost always

4 of the category items together during

The use of strategic processes

clusters

recall

{M= 3.9 related responses).

memory performance could be

interpreted as a sign

of more efficient higher-order processing. Frontal lobe theory suggests that the strategic
planning and ordering of events are functions normally associated with the pre-fi-ontal
cortex (Fuster, 1989; Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Petrides et

In fact, the tendency to cluster responses in the

al.,

1993; Stuss, 1991).

CVLT tended to relate to

behavioural performance in the lag task, but only for the older adults. Pearson

correlations

items,

between the proportion of "yes" responses

and the tendency

to cluster

for study, lag 2, lag 6,

and

foil

CVLT responses (after controlling for recall ability)
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indicated that there

was a

lag 2 errors in Test

1

there

was a

(r

trend for increased clustering to be associated with decreased

= -.5S,p =

significant relationship

increased use of clustering

(r

= -.63, p <

is

some evidence

.05).

However,

=

-.60,

between clustering and lag 6

this relationship

errors

was not evident

p=

.07).

Similarly,

such that

errors,

on lag 6 items

in Test

1

.

some variance

in the discrimination

that the other psychometric

to clarify the relationship

measures—the

data did not reveal obvious relationships. Furthermore,

that could

high probability of Type

I

of

of source for lag items.

2BAC

and

CPT tasks-

between lag task performance and

neuropsychologically-based response tendencies. However, an

of any relationships

2

in Test

Therefore, there

that frontally mediated processes, such as strategic ordering

was hoped

would help

well as Test 2(r

was associated with decreased

responses, might account for

It

.08), as

it

initial

review of these

was decided

that the reliability

be derived was not large enough to consider, given the

error for these exploratory analyses. Therefore, these data will

not be discussed fiuther in this thesis.

Physiological Data

Va gal Tone Analysis Of particular interest in this experiment was the question
.

of whether

ERP reactivity was related to underlying physiological measures of general

reactivity such as heart rate variability, controlled via the

overall analysis of vagal tone

performed as an
the groups

initial step in

would

measured during

autonomic nervous system.

measurements collected during the

ERP

the exploration of these relationships.

session

It

was

was predicted

differ in vagal tone during baseline, as well as in the vagal tone

test.

An

that
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During each

test

phase of the lag task, vagal tone was computed

The

beginning, the middle, and the end of the 13 minute test period.

during each

test

each of Test

1

and Test

Baseline

2.

assumptions regarding the

1

was used

state

in further analyses

and Vagal Test

2.

Of note

mean

it

was

values than the older group {range

easier to

vagal tone measurements for Baseline

= 4.4

= 3.0-6.1,

make

task.^

the group difference in vagal tone for

is

conditions, with the younger group {range

much

measurements

of the vagal tone

of relaxation of all individuals before the

Figure 3 shows a bar graph of the

1,

three

at the

phase were then averaged to produce an overall vagal tone score during

measurements, rather than an average of the two baselines, because

Vagal Test

at 3 times:

-

8.4,

M==

M= 4.4)

5.7)

1,

all

showing much higher

However, both groups were

.

higher during baseline compared to task performance, indicating that both groups

showed vagal withdrawal from

resting baseline to task initiation.

Insert Figure 3 about here.

The
(condition)

baseline and test vagal tone measurements were entered into a 2 (group) x 3

mixed design

ANOVA to test for the predicted group differences.

a significant main effect of condition (^2,36

=

both groups, baseline vagal tone was highest

equal

(M= 4.8 vs.

M= 4.8).

For example, before the

first

baseline

14.85,

{M=

The group main

was

5.5),

effect

collected, participants

p<

.001, rf

=

while Test

was

.45),

I

There was

such that across

and Test 2 were

also significant

{F

,

,g

had spent approximately 45 minutes

=

in

19.02,

the seated

was spent chatting pleasantly about
things of interest to the participant and by the end of that time, many participants commented verbally that they felt
very comfortable. In contrast, upon completion of the lag task it was evident that many of the older adults had found
the lag task challenging and were somewhat relieved to be finished. Thus, the first baseline seemed to reflect more
homogeneous "relaxation" than the second.
position having electrophysiological monitoring equipment affixed. This time
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/?<.001, 7^

=

.

51) with the younger group showing higher vagal tone across

The condition by group

conditions than the older group, as predicted.

reach

statistical significance

younger group

to

group. However,

effect present

{F2,n

=

3.02,

show more change
it

p=

.06, rf

-

interaction did not

was a trend

.14) but there

essentially prevents such large changes

(i.e.,

to

is

associated with Baseline

1

likely a floor

lower values) in

vagal tone from occurring due to a lower starting point at baseline which

minimal value of the measurement

for the

in vagal tone fi-om baseline to test than the older

should be pointed out that for the older group, there

which

all

is

close to the

scale. Therefore, in further analyses, the variance

vagal tone was residualized fi-om vagal tone during Test

1

and

Test 2 to reduce this potential confound, and to allow comparisons of relative changes in

vagal tone to be

made

across groups. After controlling for Baseline

groups did not differ in vagal tone during Test
nor in Test 2

(M= 5.1

The observed

younger

vs.

1,

1

{M- 4.9 younger vs.

vagal tone, the

M= 4.8 older),

M= 4.5 older).

differences in baseline vagal tone between the groups point to a

potential role of the aging process to influence physiologically based measures such as

the

ERP. However, group

differences such as these are not entirely useful to the

imderstanding of the aging process. If age

ability, or

is

simply the factor that predicts

ERP responsivity, then there is no need to

occurring decreases in cognitive function. However,

between naturally occurring variations

look

memory

fiirther into the role

if one

of naturally

can demonstrate relationships

in these variables, regardless

of age, then there

reason to investigate the role of physiological health as a predictor of performance or

ability in the cognitive

domain.

is
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In this study,

it

was predicted

that the vagal tone

measurement of physiological

adaptability (or variability), responsive to task demands, could be used to predict the

overall ability to control

Specifically,

it

ERP

was predicted

responsivity in a

manner conducive

that vagal tone could

to

good performance.

be used to predict the tendency to

"over-react" to non-target but perceptually fluent information, a situation that

was

hypothesized to be detrimental to good performance on lag 2 items.

The connection between

the tendency to "over-react" to non-goal related

information and vagal tone becomes clear

participants that adapt well to the task

to aid in the discrimination

when one

demands

considers the following: Those

are likely to use goal-directed processes

of source, rather than bottom-up processes

fluency. For example, in order to perform the source

memory

lag 2, lag 6, and foil items, participants had to be able to

had to distinguish those items

that

were new

(foils)

discriminations of study,

do two

things. First, participants

from those items that were familiar

because they had been seen more than once (study, lag

more

like perceptual

2, or lag

6 items). Second, and

importantly, they had to recognize the "targetness" of the study items over and

above the familiarity of the lag items

in order to reserve their "yes" responses for study

items alone. Therefore, the ability to keep the goal-directed processes dominant over
perceptually based bottom-up processes

task, especially in the discrimination

the

would

of lag

demands of the task was hypothesized

dictate ability to

2, lag 6,

perform well on the lag

and study items. Thus, adaptation to

to require control over the balance

of the

competing influences of top-down and bottom-up processes.
It

was predicted

that participants with less physiological adaptability (lower vagal
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would be

tone)

less likely to

be able to control the influence of perceptual fluency. The

inability to control the influence

of perceptual fluency would be indexed in the

disproportionately large size of the

relative to the

LP response

LP response

for items that

were

for perceptually fluent (lag 2) items

salient

due to task requirements (study

items).

To

assess whether physiological adaptability could predict the tendency to

produce disproportionately large

LP

analyses were performed to predict

lag 6)

from vagal tone during

factors

were included

unique predictive

test

responses uniquely for lag 2 items, regression

LP amplitude

for each stimulus type (study, lag 2

performance to compare the relationships. Several

in the regression equation to determine if vagal tone

ability

and

beyond age group, or the

interaction of age group

provided

and vagal

tone.

Hierarchical regression analyses were performed using age group

on

the first step,

vagal tone on the second step, and the interaction of age group and vagal tone on the last

step.

Thus, overlapping variance between group and vagal tone was attributed to group

membership

in these models. In all cases, the interaction

account for significant portions of the variance in
vagal tone were discussed.

LP

of group and vagal tone did not

size.

Therefore, only age group and

Summary tables of each regression are

presented in Appendix

B.

For
6

LP

all

regressions,

LP

area for foil words

was covaried from

areas to control for the general reactivity in the

ERP. The

study, lag 2, and lag

residualized

used as the dependent measure. For the vagal tone measure, vagal tone

LP was then

at baseline

was
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covaried from vagal tone during
tone from baseline to

performed for Test

It

1

test,

was

and Test

was hypothesized

greatest tendency to

Lag 2 items

are

test

so that the residuaUzed variable, change in vagal

the independent variable. Separate regressions

2.

that those persons with lower vagal tone

show the

were

highest

more perceptually

LP

would have

the

area for lag 2 items, irrespective of age group.

salient than the other stimulus types,

and those persons

with lower vagal tone should be less adaptive to task demands and therefore, more likely
to be

overwhelmed by the bottom-up, perceptual salience of the

lag 2 item. These

individuals should also be less likely to exercise top-down, confroUed processing to

inhibit the

LP

response to this type of task-irrelevant information.

It

was predicted

that

vagal tone would not necessarily relate to study or lag 6 items because they are not as
perceptually fluent in the lag task. Findings are summarized after the results are

illusfrated.

Re gressions

Predicting

LP Area (Test

Prediction of Lag 2

were

LP

.

Neither age group {sr^

significant predictors of lag 2

Prediction of Study

accounting for

1)

LP

area in Test

LP Vagal tone was
.

1

=

(p

>

.09) nor vagal tone (sr^

=

.02)

.05).

a strong predictor of study

40% of the variance after group membership {t

,8

LP

= 4.02, p <

area,

.001).

A plot

of the residualized vagal tone and study LP showed a positive relationship between vagal
tone and study LP, such that those with lower vagal tone are those
areas for study items (Figure 4). Although not significant, group

significance (p

=

.08) as a predictor

of LP area.

who produce lower LP

membership approached
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Insert Figure

Prediction of Lag 6

LP Only age group was

relationship

a significant predictor of lag 6

.

area, accounting uniquely for

was a negative

4 about here.

21%

of the variance

(/ ,g

=

-2.17,/?

<

.05)

LP

such that there

between age group and vagal tone, with lower lag 6 amplitude

associated with the older group.

Re gressions

Predicting

LP Area

Prediction of Lag 2

In contrast to Test

1,

(Test 2)

LP Group membership was
.

vagal tone

was a

strong predictor of lag 2

membership, vagal tone accounted uniquely for
.01).

not significant in the regression.

29%

LP

area; after

of the variance

{t ,«

group

= -2.85,/? <

A plot of the residualized vagal tone and lag 2 LP showed a negative relationship,

such that low vagal tone was associated with high lag 2

LP

area, as predicted (Figure 5).

Insert Figure 5 about here.

Prediction of Study

LP

.

In contrast to Test

1,

the strong relationship found

between vagal tone and study LP area was not replicated
account for unique variance in study

,g

= -2.85, /7 =

.01)

6

area {sr^

LP

area, but

and accounted uniquely for

Prediction of Lag 6

LP

LP

= .\5,p =

.09), neither

it

Vagal tone did not

age group was a significant predictor

30%

LP Although there was
.

in Test 2.

of the variance in study

LP

area.

a slight trend for age group to predict

nor vagal tone accounted for unique variance in lag

area.

Summary

.

(/

A negative relationship between vagal tone and lag 2 area was
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predicted a priori according to the reactivity hypothesis, such that low vagal tone would

be associated with high lag 2

LP

amplitude for lag 2 items in Test

other

ERP

Vagal tone was a significant predictor of LP

area.

2, but

not in Test

1

.

and behavioural data previously reported,

However,

it

seems

in the context

that Test 2

was

of all the

particularly

useful for illustrating the difficulties that were specific to the lag 2 and lag 6 items in the

older adults.

It

may be

that physiologically, the older adults

and thus showed a decrease

in controlled processing.

That

were more fatigued

is,

in the context

in Test 2

of dvsandling

physiological resources, older adults were able to dissociate the familiarity and targetness

of the study items as well as younger adults, but when perceptual fluency was put in
opposition to targetness, control over

down

responses broke

disproportionately.

Although not
study

LP reactivity and behavioural

LP

specifically predicted, the regression

of group and vagal tone on

area revealed that vagal tone also predicted study

LP

area, but with a positive

relationship. This relationship suggests that general physiological adaptability

related to the ability to produce large

LP

responses which are conducive to good

performance. However, this relationship was found only in Test

just outlined,

may

may be

1,

and for the reasons

be valid only when physiological resources have not been taxed prior

to the task.

Dynamic Range and Vagal Tone
relationship

less

Further investigation of the positive

between vagal tone and study LP area was conducted

this relationship reflected

more or

.

dynamic

to determine

whether

a global physiological property of the nervous system to be

fi-om individual to individual.

To do

this investigation,

a measure
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of the dynamic range in the

LP

response was created by determining the difference in

amplitude between each group's largest and smallest

LP responses. For the younger

group, the difference score was computed by subtracting the

LP

amplitude for

foils

from

study items, while the difference score for older adults was computed by subtracting the

LP

amplitude for lag 6 items from study items^.

differences in

A post hoc analysis of the mean

dynamic range of LP responses was conducted by group as the

initial step

and then hierarchical regression analysis was used to predict

in this exploration,

LP

range

from vagal tone using the same model as the previous regressions.

To

test

whether the dynamic ranges were different by group, independent

were performed on the difference scores (LP range) within Test

1

and Test

groups produced a larger range of LP responses in Test 2 relative to Test
that perhaps degree

Test

1,

the

of certainty regarding study items might contribute to

mean LP range

scores were significantly different

the younger group's larger than the older group's

Similarly, in Test 2 the younger group

5.60 |iV vs.

1

had a

(M= 4.27

larger

LP

likely to

=

|a.V vs.

indicating

LP

2.43,/?

<

range. In

(t 19

-

M= 1.05

2.52, p

<

with

.05),

|a.V).

range than the older group

M= 2.08 nV), with a significant t-test result

younger adults were significantly more

(t ,9

Both

2.

,

t-tests

.05).

(M=

Therefore,

produce a wider range of LP amplitudes

than older adults.

Given

that as a group, older adults

While difference scores can be problematic
difficulties

in statistical analyses (see

Cohen

less physiological

& Cohen,

1977 for a discussion), the

normally arise from the computation of difference scores as an attempt to control for pre-existing

differences on
interest here.
is

show less LP range and

some

variable.

Therefore,

it

is

However,

it is

the absolute range, or the pre-existing group difference itself that

is

of

not necessary to avoid the difference score as a reasonable index of dynamic range and

used here without concern for these

statistical difficulties.

it

.
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variability in control

of the heart

tone might be related to

was conducted

rate,

it

was hypothesized

LP dynamic range.

that both

Therefore, a hierarchical regression analysis

to determine if LP range decreased as a function

overall physiological variability.

age group and vagal

Age group was

entered on the

of age, or as a function of

first step,

vagal tone

during test (adjusted for baseline) on the second, and the interaction between age group

and vagal tone on the

last step

of the equation; however, the interaction was not

significant in either analysis.

In Test

1,

both age group and vagal tone were significant predictors of dynamic

17% of the variance

range.

Age group accounted

<

while vagal tone accounted uniquely for

.05),

3.01,/?

<

tone

associated with larger

is

.01).

The

imiquely for

plot of vagal tone and

LP

27%

in

LP range

of the variance in

dynamic LP range indicates

range however, this relationship

is

adults but not for younger adults (Figure 6). In contrast, age group

significant predictor of LP range in Test 2

21

(^ jg

=

-2.12, p

<

.05),

(/ ,g

= -2.43, p

LP range

=

(/ ig

that high vagal

strong for older

was

the only

accounting uniquely for

% of the variance
Insert Figure 6 here.

Taken

together, these analyses suggest that age group

predictor of LP range suggesting that

The

LP responses

are less

was

the most important

dynamic with increasing

contribution of vagal tone to the prediction of LP range in Test

when physiological

resources are not heavily taxed. Furthermore,

1

may

it is

age.

again be valid

likely that vagal

tone has a secondary relationship to the aging factor though, as pointed out previously,
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vagal tone and age do not always share the same variance.

Given

that the vagal tone relationships to

accounting for group membership,

it

LP

area were significant after

can be said that knowledge of an individual's vagal

tone provides useful information above knowledge of age group alone. However,
clear whether these relationships are entirely reliable

not

due to the small sample size used.

Furthermore, though the lack of concordance between Test

be explained, one would want

it is

1

and Test 2 can reasonably

to test the hypothesis that fatigue or physiological "cost"

influences the ability to balance top-down and bottom-up influences experimentally

before concluding on the reliability of the relationship. Further explorations of the
relationship of vagal tone to

ERP responsivity are

the vagal tone measure to dissociate lag 2

by

theory,

is

promising.

LP

certainly indicated, but the ability

of

area uniquely and in the direction predicted
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Discussion

The main hypothesis addressed

in this study

was

that over-reactivity to non-target

information in older adults interferes with cognitive performance. Decline in cognitive

performance was assessed using the lag paradigm, which requires participants to engage
in source

monitoring during the task. In the lag task, words were presented to

participants for study,

task,

and then a source recognition task was given. In the recognition

word items were a mixture of novel items

(study, lag 2,

and lag

recognition task.

6), either

The

test

(foil),

and items that had been seen twice

from previous study or through

of source

memory was

repetition within the

to discriminate the familiarity

associated v^th repeated non-target items (lag 2 and lag 6) and the familiarity associated

with targeted study items. Foil items were also included as an index of general response

bias. Participants

were asked to indicate "yes" when they saw a word from the study

and to indicate "no" when they saw a word

that

was not from the study

list,

list.

Behavioural Data
Overall, the data from the current study can be interpreted as a replication of the

finding of a source monitoring deficit consistently demonstrated for older adults (e.g.,

Cohen

& Faulkner,

1987; Spencer

1989; Craik et

& Raz,

1994).

al.,

1990;

Dywan 8c

The older group made

the lag items than the younger group. In Test

1

,

Jacoby, 1990; Mclntryre

significantly

more source

& Craik,

errors

on

the younger group did not have difficulty

judging the source of the lag 2 items with a low error rate of 13%, as expected. However,
the older group had

much more

might be expected (31%)

for

difficulty with the lag 2 items,

words presented

after

showing more

errors than

an interval of only two. Similarly in
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Test 2, the younger adults

made very few errors

for both lag

2 (10%) and lag 6 (13%)

make

a substantial

number of errors on

items, while the older adults continued to

lag 2

items (26%) as well as on lag 6 items (34%).

Furthermore, these data replicate the findings of the previous lag study by

et al. (submitted). In

Test

1

of the current study, the error

condition (38%) was the same as the

40%

rate for older adults in the lag

(20%) was similar

previous finding of 17%. The behavioural response data fi-om Test

interpreted as a replication of that study, based

significantly

more

lag errors than the

on the tendency

younger

1

to the

can thus be

for the older adults to

adults.

In both lag studies, the tendency of older adults to

spite

6

error rate found in the previous study.

Similarly, the error rate for lag 6 items in the younger group

make

Dywan

make

lag errors occurred in

of several other indicators of good performance. For example, one could not

account for this tendency to

make

lag errors

problem because the groups did not

was no

on the basis of a general response

differ in their

tendency make

criterion

foil errors (i.e., there

difference in general response bias). Also, the older and younger adults did not

differ in their

tendency to respond appropriately to study items which means, conversely,

that the older

group was no more likely than the younger group to misattribute the

familiarity that attends study items to lags or foils. Thus, the misattributions

seem

to

be

primarily in one direction; older adults were most likely to respond to the familiarity of

lag

words by categorizing them

as the targeted study words.

This bias in misattribution on the part of older adults

is difficult

to explain

basis of either the poor encoding (Rabinowitz, 1989), or the binding (Chalfonte

&

on

the
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Johnson, 1997) hypotheses. If source monitoring errors were primarily due to the fact
that the information

information to

its

was poorly encoded, or

to

some general

failure in the binding

of

context, then the source errors demonstrated in the current study should

have been more symmetrically distributed across the word categories; that

encoded or poorly bound study items ought

to

is,

poorly

be just as easily confused as poorly

encoded lag items. Therefore, one would have expected the older adults

to

have a smaller

proportion of correct hits for these items relative to younger adults if the errors were due

to

poor encoding or binding.

Reactivity or Poor Recollection?

An attentional

control

model of source

resources decline, cognitive decisions would

error

would

become

predict that as attentional

increasingly influenced

by stimulus

based properties such as the perceptual fluency that attends the most recently perceived
event. Moreover, this should occur

encoded

even when the information

for adequate source monitoring.

more

same conditions

demonstrated that under conditions of divided attention

to

make source

counterparts under standard conditions

errors

(Dywan

to

it

However, when

has also been

at either

encoding or

retrieval,

of the same magnitude as their older

et al., submitted;

Thus, the allocation of attention on the basis of task goals

seems

at study.

structure during the test phase, they could

perform the source monitoring task appropriately. Similarly,

younger adults can be induced

sufficiently well

For example, in the experiment by Multhaup

(1995), younger and older participants had the

the older adults were provided with

is

(i.e.,

be an important factor in behavioural performance.

Jacoby

et al., 1989).

at the retrieval stage)
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In their study,

large

LP

Dywan et al.

(submitted)

showed

that

responses for study items and significantly smaller

target lag items in their study.

younger adults produced

LP responses

The behavioural data indicated

that the

for the non-

younger adults

could discriminate the lag and study items appropriately. In contrast, the older adults in
that experiment

showed a

larger

LP

response for the lag items than for study items.

Furthermore, the increased size of the

LP

for lag items

was associated with an increased

tendency to mistake the lag items for study items. Thus, the older adults made
significantly

words and

more

foils,

lag errors

and showed heightened LPs

to these items relative to study

even when making correct behavioural decisions.

Dywan et al.

(submitted) interpreted their findings as an indication of a general, neurally-based

tendency on the part of older adults to "over-react" to aspects of information not relevant
to task

goals—in this case, the recency of the lag items relative to study items. They

suggested

fiirther that this over-reactivity,

influenced decision processes in such as

while not causing source errors per se,

way

as to

make source

errors

more

likely.

There are two explanations which could reasonably account for the tendency for
the older adults to produce the unexpectedly large

target, repeated

words.

First, as

dictate that the older adults

were

LPs

for the correctly rejected, non-

those authors concluded, the reactivity hypothesis would

less able than

yoimger adults

to

dampen their

physiological reactivity to the most recently repeated items. This resulted in the high

amplitude LPs for lag items and the increased tendency to respond to the perceptually
salient lag

words as though they were

targets.

Thus, their responding would be unduly

influenced by perceptual aspects of the stimuli themselves. In contrast, the younger
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dampen the LP response

adults exhibited an ability to

ability to control the reactivity to stimulus

for these non-target items. This

based properties in favour of goal-directed

performance could be attributed to the efficiency of higher-order, controlled processing
usually associated with frontal lobe functions.

The

alternative hypothesis for the generation

that older adults

were simply

of the large LPs for lag words was

less able to recollect the source

with the different types of repeated items.

of familiarity associated

A widely held hypothesis in the existing

literature is that older adults are less efficient at recollecting source

because they

fail to

encode, bind, or retain specific details related to the item and the context in which

initially

perceived (Johnson

younger adults

& Chalfonte,

1994;

Shimamura

& Squire,

because the item and

its

words

(target vs.

contextual details are highly associated.

source of

lag words)

When lag words

younger adults may recollect the source of familiarity with greater ease and

may

they would quickly abort further processing of these words.

ability to link the familiarity

If,

of lag words to the appropriate context

is

appear,

this process

occur more automatically, rapidly, or confidently than for the older adults.

result,

was

1987). Thus, the

may be far more efficient than older adults at recollecting the

familiarity associated with the various types of familiar

it

As a

in older adults, the

impaired, they

might require more active processing to identify the item's source and would therefore
continue to allocate attention to these stimuli.

Based on the
Rugg, Furda

repetition effect literature (Besson,

& Lorist,

Kutas

& Van Petten,

1992;

1988), the familiarity of the lag items should result in a large

response. Moreover, the additional active processing to determine the source of the

LP
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familiar item,

when that

the LP. This, in turn,

is

ambiguous, might serve to further increase the size of

would be associated with a

behavioural response.

on the length of the

source

One would

interval

greater likelihood of an incorrect

also expect that the ease of this process

between

would depend

repetitions. Therefore, the present study

was

modified to include lag 2 items because earlier work by Jennings and Jacoby (1997)
indicated that older adults in their sample did not begin to

interval

show source

of 3. Thus, these items were expected to eliminate, or

uncertainty as to the source of item familiarity so that one

at least

errors until a lag

markedly reduce,

would expect both groups

to

be

able to recollect seeing these items presented only 2 items previously and thus abort

further processing of these items. Conversely, if one accepted the increased reactivity

hypothesis, one

would expect

that decreasing the lag interval to only

simple recency of the item even more distracting, and the

would

reflect

LP

2 would make the

response to these items

a tendency to over-react to such stimulus based properties.

Thus, in the electrophysiological response,

the source errors

made by

if poor recollection

was

the cause of

older adults, the shortened interval between repetitions of the

lag 2 items should allow the older adults to easily recollect these items and abort further

processing. Thus, both groups should have the

items, and the stimulus

Conversely,

if the

older adults tend to

general tendency to be

the

LP

by group interaction

more

same

pattern of LP response to these

for study

make more

and lag 2 LPs should not occur.

source errors because they have a

reactive to stimulus based properties, one

would expect

response for these recently presented items would be disproportionately large

relative to their

LP

response for study items.

that
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ERP

Support for Increased Reactivity

LP

Results of the

in the present study

relative their study

analysis for study and lag 2 items indicated that the older adults

produced disproportionately large

LP responses.

different pattern

for these items

Furthermore, the yoimger adults produced the opposite

pattern of LP responses, with study

The

LP responses

LP

amplitude

much

larger than lag 2

LP

amplitude.

of LP responses for these items types was reflected in a significant

stimulus by group interaction for Test 2, as well as an overall trend for the interaction in

Test

1

(significant at

Fz

only). Thus, unless

one accepts that the older adults were not

able to recollect seeing the lag 2 items just 2 trials previously, these data are not

consistent with the poor recollection hypothesis.

However, the

significant stimulus

by group

interaction is consistent vsdth the

reactivity hypothesis in that, according to this hypothesis,

it

was predicted a priori

that

stimulus based properties would influence response tendencies unless they were inhibited

by higher-order, controlled processes. The

role of higher order controlled processes

evident in the performance of the younger adults,

inhibit the

LP

response to lag 2 items. According to the

expected an enhanced

Besson, Kutas

who showed a remarkable

LP

for this repeated, familiar,

& Van Petten,

1992; Rugg, Furda

ERP

been to

ability to

one would have

and recollected information

& Lorist,

However, the younger adults dampened the LP response
items would have had to have been

literature,

1988; Wilding

to these items

at least as familiar to the

young

was

(e.g.,

& Rugg,

1996).

even though these

adults as they

had

their older counterparts.

In contrast, this

was not

the case for the older adults. Rather than inhibit their
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ERP reactivity to the familiar but non-target information, they produced LPs equivalent
in amplitude to those of the study items. This suggests that the reactivity to non-target

lag 2 items

in light

was not

of the

selectively inhibited

fact that

it

was present

by

this group.

in both Test

1

This finding

and Test

2.

is

even more striking

In Test 2, both the older

and yoimger adults showed increased behavioural performance, correctly identifying
approximately

15% more

Finally, in spite

of the

in Test

The

foil error rate

around 10%.

fact that the older adults did slightly better at correctly rejecting the

lag 2 items in Test 2, the

had been

study items, and maintaining a low

LP response

for these items

was

larger in absolute size than

it

1.

ability to selectively inhibit information

has been linked to processes

associated with frontal lobe functioning, such as the ability to appropriately "gate"

sensory input from the thalamic relay nuclei to the frontal cortex (Skinner

& Yingling,

1977), or the ability of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to screen out irrelevant or

distracting information so that appropriate attentional control can be maintained

Knight, 1995). There

is

some evidence from

the

&.

CVLT clustering scores to suggest that

frontally mediated processes (e.g., re-organization

of information into a form that relates

to the task requirements) are involved in the selection

of behavioural responses for lag

items however, these suppositions are based on trends in the present data which

be

(Chao

may not

reliable.

Relationship of ERP Data to Behavioural Performance

The

correlations

between LP

size

and behavioural performance showed a

tendency for the size of the lag item LPs to predict behavioural performance, especially in
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Test

2.

However, the

size

of this relationship was not large in absolute terms\ and the

most useful information derived from

this relationship

was

that the size

of the

LP

for lag

2 items had different implications for the older and younger groups. In the younger
group, a larger lag 2

be expected

if the

LP was associated with better performance

LP

for these

items-as would

indicated awareness of repetition, familiarity, and/or conscious

recollection. In contrast, the higher amplitude

LP

for lag

2 items tended to be associated

with poorer behavioural discrimination of these items in the older group.

However, the lack of complete concordance between the behavioural responses
and the LP

reactivity is likely

an indication that the behavioural response

a number of influences, only one of which
response.

that the

As

is

is

dependent on

LP

the neural reactivity captured in the

in the transmission of neural impulses

end product of the decision making process

from neuron to neuron,
results

it is

likely

from a summation of all of the

competing inputs, resulting in a probabilistic model of making a correct or incorrect
decision.

Physiological Adaptability and Modulation of Bottom-Up Processes

The

selective confrol exerted over the size of the lag 2

behavioural performance

is

LP and

It

would be influenced

to

some degree by

the ability to

make a behavioural

dampen some of the

neural

should be noted that these correlations were performed on a truncated range of the available data. That

amplitude for lag 2 items was calculated for correct

make
g.

implication for

important to acknowledge. In a probabilistic model of

responses based on several competing influences, the tendency to

error

its

lag 2 errors.

trials only,

A further investigation of this correlation

is

and

this

measure was correlated

planned using the

full

range of lag 2

correct and incorrect trials) to better determine the nature of the relationship between

behavioural responses.

to the

LP

is,

the

LP

tendency to

LP

amplitudes

amplitude and

(e.
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reactivity associated with stimulus based properties such as recency, in favour

directed processing. In fact,

when examining the younger group's performance,

apparent that the ability to selectively

to target items

was adaptive

of goal-

dampen

to the task

it is

the reactivity for non-target items relative

demands because

it

was associated with an

increased probability of correctly rejecting the non-target items. Furthermore, the lack of

selective inhibition of the lag 2

task

demands because

it

LP

response by the older group was not adaptive to the

was associated with a decreased

probability of making these

correct decisions.

It

was hypothesized

in this study that general physiological adaptability

related to the ability to perform cognitive tasks successfully.

was assessed using vagal tone
adaptability

and the

relationship

was found only

When general

in the current study, a relationship

ability to flexibly inhibit

LP

when

it is

by vagal

1).

tone,

In Test 2, the heightened

when physiological

LP response

was even lower

to lag 2 items could

cost and behavioural performance

greatest. Furthermore, the fact that

fact, this

apparent that the

physiological resources of the older group were decreased (vagal tone

than in Test

adaptability

between physiological

responses was found. In

for lag 2 items in Test 2

would be

were

be predicted
at their

age group alone could not predict this relationship

suggests that physiological reactivity

is

the underlying basis for the increased

LP

size for

lag 2 items, and that as physiological resources diminish, there is a decreased tendency to

be able to selectively

One might

inhibit the reactivity to

non

goal-related influences.

also speculate that this relationship should be true in other instances

reduced physiological resources, such as in persons with traumatic brain injury

who

of
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might have disruption of basic physiological arousal systems; or under the influence of
alcohol,

where

of the nervous system to control function

ability

level. Certainly, behavioural

is

reduced

at the cellular

accounts of persons in these situations suggests that there

is

a reduced ability to exert higher order control over behaviours, as evidenced by the

tendency of these persons to show inappropriate social responses.
In the context of the behavioural results and the inability to selectively inhibit the

LP

response to the recency of the lag 2 items,

it

seems as though individuals with the

least physiological adaptability exhibited the least

response to their benefit in task performance.

with a few caveats: This
deficits in the aging

is

a

new direction

and cognition

relatively small sample.

It is

amount of "flexibility"

Of course,

this finding

in using the

must be interpreted

for the interpretation of "source

literature,

LP

memory"

and the findings stated here were based on a

plausible that the relationship of vagal tone and lag 2

LP

size is unreliable, although there is considerable strength in the overall picture gathered

fi-om the

ERP,

predicted

behavioural, and vagal tone data, and the fact that this explanation

was

a priori within a theoretical framework.

Interpretation of the

LP Response

Another issue

that arises

from these data

is

the interpretation of the

Based on previous research, the LP response has been
repetition, familiarity,

and even conscious recollection

LP

interpreted as an index

(e.g.,

Wilding

response.

of simple

& Rugg,

1996).

Thus, one would expect that study items, as well as lag 2 and lag 6 items, would be
associated with large

non-repeated

LP

foil items.

responses compared to very small or absent

LP

responses for
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However, the data from
differential

That

LP

this study indicate that the

amplitudes for these items, depending on the "targetness" of the stimulus.

in the lag task, the implicit familiarity

is,

younger adults produced

of the repeated words was put in

opposition to their targetness (dictated by explicit task demands). If the

LP

response was

an index of repetition, familiarity, or conscious recollection, one would expect similar

LP

responses for study, lag 2 and lag 6 items.
In the younger group, the study items were associated with a large

would be expected

for these previously

viewed items, and

foil

LP response,

as

items were associated with

very low amplitudes in the 400-800 msec area. In contrast, the lag 2 and lag 6 items were
associated with

much

smaller

recently repeated items

(as

LP responses

would have been

evidenced in the behavioural

the expected pattern of large

Test

yet they

1),

fail to

show

LP

than one would expect, given that these

familiar

and recollected by the younger group

data). Furthermore,

responsivity for

all

it is

the older group

which showed

types of previously seen items

(e.g.,

the true "repetition effect" because of their relatively large

amplitude responses for the novel

foil items.

Thus,

if the

LP response was an

index of

conscious recollection, per se, one would have expected the older adults to perform better
than the younger adults on the lag 2 items.

Given these

inconsistencies,

it

seems

that the

LP response reflects more than

simple repetition, familiarity, or conscious recollection. Rather, one could speculate that

it

seems

to

be an index of the balance between top-down and bottom-up processes, such

that in physiological systems

is

which are fimctioning normally, the

size

allowed to increase for target items (within the task context), and

of the

it is

LP response

selectively
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inhibited for those items

task.

which may be saUent, but are not relevant

to the goals

of the

This selective inhibition of LP responses presumably helps in the evaluation of

familiarity, so that the feeling

and of itself)

is

of remembering an item (which

is

presumably helpful

further evaluated in light of the specific context in

placed. Thus, the older adults

may be

in

which the individual

deficient at initiating a further step

is

of on-line

evaluation of these types of physiological responses which normally give rise to the

subjective feeling of remembering.

LP

response

is

Of course, more research into the

generation of the

required to firrther substantiate these views, but the use of tasks which

place the repetition familiarity and the targetness of items in opposition can provide

more

precise indications of the underlying processes.

Further

might

work

is

required to investigate

relate to task performance.

error trials

lag trials

trials is

from older adults

was

how these electrophysiological measures

For example,

in their study

Dywan et al.

and found

that the

significantly larger than that of correct trials.

fraught with difficulties due to the smaller

(submitted) examined lag

LP

response for incorrect

However, analysis of error

number of available

comparisons to the younger group are desired. Additionally,

it

is

more

trials,

especially if

difficult to

assumptions regarding the processing that might be occurring during the error

make

trial.

For

example, participants were often observed to make a keyboard response and then

immediately comment that they had made an
at their inability to prevent

evident. This occurred

adults also

made

these

an error in

more often

spite

error.

frustration

of these participants

of "knowing" the correct answer was clearly

in the older

comments on

The

occasion.

group however, although some younger
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One
initial

often assumes that the processing of each stimulus occurs in serial so that

sensation and perception are followed by higher-order processing and finally, a

behavioural response. However, inhibition of the

would suggest

hypothesis,

targetness of each stimulus

LP response,

according to the reactivity

that these processes should occur in parallel because the

would have

to

be evaluated before such inhibition would

occur for non-target items. Furthermore, based on these types of behavioural
observations of frustration at the inability to stop a behavioural response in spite of
accurate knowledge,

it

seems as though these processes occur

in parallel to a larger

degree than one might expect.

A valuable addition to this paradigm would be the inclusion of a task designed to
measure the

Cowan,

ability to inhibit

1984),

&

which could provide information regarding the tendency of the younger

and older adults
is

motor responses, such as the stop-signal paradigm (Logan

to process the information

plausible that older adults might be

and begin behavioural responses

more prone

to process items serially:

in parallel. It

For example,

reduced intercorrelations of activation in the frontal and parietal association cortices
(Horwitz

al.,

et al., 1986), or

reduced attentional resources during

1990) might require that more

the older adults

would be

serial

difficult tasks (Jermings et

processing be used^ If this were the case, then

less able to inhibit the

LP response, and one

the behavioural observations of fi-ustration at motor responses that

Note

that this

is

could account for

seem

to "slip out"

not the "speed of processing" argument for age-related decline in task performance (see Salthouse,

1991 for a discussion).

I

suggest here that reduced functionality in pre-frontal cortex

information processing in older adults

decrease in overall speed.

(e.g., alternate

may

routing of information), although this

alter the nature

of

would not preclude a
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before they can be controlled.

Conclusions

The data

in the present study support the hypothesis that physiologically-based

tendencies to over-react to irrelevant information interferes with cognitive performance in
older adults.

was demonstrated

It

LP

between stimulus

words did not protect the older adults from making source

repetitions to just 2 intervening

errors.

that a reduction in the interval

Furthermore, the reduction of the repetition interval seemed to further increase the

response to these repeated words to a level equal to that of the targeted study items.

This was the opposite pattern to that observed in the younger group, suggesting that the

LP response to

lag 2 items

was

disproportionately large in the older adults. This

physiological reactivity to stimulus based properties could be predicted on the basis of

physiological adaptability, as measured by vagal tone, but not by age group alone.

Finally, the increased

LP

tendency to make source

response in the older adults was associated with an increased

errors.

Together, these data suggest that stimulus based properties, such as perceptual

fluency, are

more

influential in the decision

order, goal-directed processes, especially

through fatigue.

As

making process

for older adults than higher-

when physiological

resources are decreased

such, the data support a neuropsychologically based

model of

inhibitory control, rather than a deficit in recollection. Furthermore, the inhibitory

control

is

exercised early in the decision making process by the younger adults, as

evidenced in the reduced (but not absent)
information.

The older

adults

LP

response for familiar but non-target

do not seem able

to inhibit this response efficiently,
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resulting in neural over-reactivity, and an increased likelihood of making a source

memory

error.

Finally, these data

have broader implications which speak to the role of

physiological health in cognitive decline through the aging process.

ERP and Cardiovascular Correlates of Source Memory.
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in the
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Lag 6
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Study
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Lag 2
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Note. "Tendency"
foil

responses;

foil
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the tendency to respond "yes"for each stimulus type, controlling for

LP

><. 10, two-tailed.

-0.49

has been covaried from each stimulus type LP; **p

<
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*p <

.05,
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Appendix A
Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia
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Overview of Anatomical Basis of RSA
It is

generally

known that the

heart

is

controlled by dual innervation of the

autonomic nervous system branches, the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous
systems, and that each system contains both afferent and efferent fibres (see Guyton, 1991
for a review of autonomic function). The autonomic nervous system is controlled by
centres in the spinal cord, brain stem (medulla), and the hypothalamus.

Some of these

lower centres also receive input from higher cortical structures, mainly within the limbic
system, so that higher cognitive processing has neuroanatomical access to autonomic

system functioning (Schwaber, Kapp

& Higgins,

1980).

The sympathetic nervous system structure consists of two paravertebral chains
found on either side of the spinal column. These sympathetic chains are linked ganglions
which carry

efferent sympathetic information to target organs

and tissues through pre- and

post-ganglionic neurons. The linkage of the sympathetic ganglia provides an opportunity
for pre-ganglionic fibres to

There are also afferent

communicate with ganglia

fibres in the sympathetic

all

the

way up and down the

chain.

nervous system that provide feedback to

medullary, hypothalamic and cortical centres.
Generally, the function of the sympathetic nervous system

is to prepare the body
which blood circulation patterns are changed to ensure
the needed areas such as the brain, heart, lungs, and limbs. Internal

for "fight or flight" situations in

adequate flow to

more important
threatening situations. The

processes such as digestion are temporarily halted to divert energy to the
areas, allowing the organism's survival to take precedence in
heart, for instance, is linked

by a post-ganglionic

fibre to the sympathetic chains,

and

stimulation via the sympathetic nervous system produces an increased rate and force of
contraction of the heart.
In contrast, the parasympathetic nervous system
fibres originating in the third, seventh, ninth

is

composed of pre-ganglionic

and tenth cranial nerves (oculomotor,

glossopharyngeal, and vagus, respectively), and

some of the

sacral nerves, with

facial,

most

nerves travelling to the end-organ or gland before synapsing on post-ganglionic nuclei

About 75% of all the parasympathetic fibres are contained within the pair
of vagus nerves. Thus the vagus nerve innervates several end-organs in the thorax and
abdomen, namely the heart, bronchi, larynx, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, liver,
located there.

and colon.
Both the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems are based on

gallbladder,

either cholinergic

or norepinephrine neurotransmitters. In the heart, the sympathetic nervous system

achieves an increased rate and force of contraction by releasing norepinephrine, which

binds to the norepinephrine receptor /^-subtype. The parasympathetic innervation of the
heart via the vagus nerve however, causes a decrease in heart rate and force of contraction

when

stimulated via the release of acetylcholine which binds to muscarinic receptor

subtypes in the heart. Because the heart

is continually maintaining function, the
sympathetic and parasympathetic systems provide output continuously, and the basal rate
of activity of each system is represented by the term "tone". The tone in each system

maintains the end-organ at a performance level that constantly fluctuates around some
optimal level approximately midway between the highest and lowest possible
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functioning.

The advantage of maintaining

variability

around a mid-range performance

is

when changes

in the activity of the organ are required, they can be produced in either
and can increase or decrease the activity quickly. It is this mechanism that
allows the two systems to potentiate each other when necessary, achieving much more

that

direction,

dramatic changes.

may be shown with a relevant example. Cardiac and pulmonary
is a common or

This potentiation

function are closely linked and evidence suggests that there

neuroanatomically linked cardiopulmonary oscillator in the medulla (Daly, 1985; Richter

& Spyer,

gated such that

Due

conmion source nucleus, the vagal efferents to the heart are
during inspiration there is a marked acceleration of the heart rate and

1990).

to the

during expiration there

is

a deceleration of the heart

rate.

In effect, the inspiration phase

creates a blockade of the vagal cardioinhibitory efferents, allowing the sympathetic

At the same time, the withdrawal of the

activation of the heart to dominate.

cardioinhibitory inputs to the heart potentiates the activity of the sympathetic inputs in a
synergistic fashion. Thus, at the dominant respiratory frequency, there

fluctuation in the heart rate that

is

Hz (Mulder &

range from 0.15-0.40

is

a detectable

rhythmic, and normally oscillates at 0.25 Hz, but can

Mulder, 1981; Porges, 1985).

Measurement of Parasympathetic Influences on the Heart
The normal

oscillation

of the heart

rate

due

to respiratory influences is

respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). In the heart rate signal,

it

known as

represents a very small

portion of the variance. The total variability in the heart rate arises from several sources.

Most of the

variability

comes from

the systemic actions of the sympathetic and

parasympathetic nervous systems, such as the effect of the release of catecholemines from
the adrenal medulla through the sympathetic innervation of this end-organ (Bemston,

Cacioppo

& Quigley,

However, a smaller portion of the variability comes from
neural mediation of the heart, and exhibits rhythmicity that is

1993).

several sources of direct

quantifiable with specialized technological measures.

The

specialized technological measures allow the variability in heart rate to be

analysed for several small, periodic processes. These include
reflex loop (or

RSA,

the baroreceptor

Traube-Hearing-Mayer (T-H-M) wave), and thermoregulatory processes.

The baroreceptor

which regulates arterial pressure
Rhythmic oscillations at 0.10 Hz are
(Kitney, 1987; Mulder & Mulder, 1981).

reflex loop is a feedback system

through stretch receptors located in

known to be produced by

arterial walls.

the baroreceptor reflex

Thermoregulatory processes are thought to oscillate

at

approximately 0.05

Hz (Kitney,

1980). All of these rhythmic processes have been used in research, but activity in the .10

Hz bandwidth and RSA have been the predominant measures due to their linkage with the
heart and cenfral nervous system structures.

Because the respiratory cycle gates the vagal efferent inputs to the
amplitude of RSA

nervous system.

is

heart, the

highly correlated to the amount of vagal tone in the parasympathetic

RSA was proposed by Katona and Jih (1975) as a way to

quantify vagal activity. Several researchers have found that non-invasive

accurately

(ie.

invasive measures of vagal tone correlate between .83 and .97 {c.f. Katona

Fouad, Tarazi, Ferrario, Fighaly,

& Alicandro,

1984; Lipson

& Katona,

RSA) and

& Jih,

1979;

1975;

McCabe,
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Yongue, Ackles,

& Porges,

1985; Raczkowska, Eckberg,

& Ebert,

1983), indicating a

reliable relationship.

Through a

of filtering processes, Porges (1985) was able to isolate the
rhythmic pattern of respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) which is responsible for a
series

rhythmic oscillation of the heart

rate

corresponding to the fi-equency of inspiration and

The most problematic aspect of quantifying

expiration.

the rhythmicity of the neural

superimposed on a

mediation of the heart

is

that the respiratory sinus arrhythmia is

complex baseline

is

highly unstable over time, making time series analyses

that

techniques such as Fourier transforms inaccurate (Porges

that

& Bohrer,

1990).

The earliest attempts to quantify RSA used time series analyses on heart
was processed to remove linear components of the complex baseline trend.

rate data

However, simply removing the linear components of the baseline trend may leave high
frequency components in the processed signal and when time series analyses are applied,
the amplitude of the RSA would be thus contaminated and an accurate measure not
possible.

To

eliminate this problem, Porges (1985) has devised a system for filtering out

complex baseline trends using a "moving polynomial
filter is

The moving polynomial

stepped through the data in small epochs (based on the assumption that the

variability

of the baseline within a small time frame

fi"ame) to characterize the trend at

process

filter".

is

done, the resultant data

many

is less

than that over a large time

Once

successive points in time.

is free

of baseline contamination and can then be

analysed by time series methods to determine the amplitude of the

complete description of the analyses techniques

methodology

is

this filtering

outlined elsewhere (Porges

is

RSA. Although a

beyond the scope of this paper, the

& Bohrer,

1990; Porges, 1985; Porges, 1986).

Previous research examining the effect of stressors on physiological responses in
the

body had focussed on the

as heart rate. Certainly, there

role
is

of the sympathetic nervous system using measures such

an enormous

literature

devoted to

such measures of sympathetic responsivity are confounded, since
heart rate

is

this topic.
it is

well

However,

known that

under the control of both the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of

the autonomic nervous system.

A measure that relies upon the result of two variable

processes cannot reliably separate the influence of one or the other system, nor can

it

detect relatively small shifts in the tone of one or the other system. Therefore, the

extensive research that has been carried out on the autonomic nervous system has relied

on

the quantification of gross changes in cardiovascular dynamics. Psychological

correlates of autonomic activity

may be

chosen as the measure of physiological

more reliably using sensitive measures
on heart activity. Therefore, vagal tone was

quantified

that are able to isolate the various influences

activity in the present study.
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Appendix B
Analysis

Summary

Tables
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Table B-1. 2 (Group) x 4 (Stimulus) Mixed ANOVA for Proportion of "Yes " Responses
in Test

1.
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Table B-2. 2 (Group) x 4 (Stimulus) Mixed ANOVA for Proportion of "Yes " Responses
in Test 2.
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Table B-3. 2 (Group) x 4 (Stimulus) Mixed ANOVA for

Mean Reaction Time

(RT), Test

ANOVA Summary
SS

Source

df

Within-Subjects Effects

Stimulus

36,953.18

Stimulus X Group

78,158.33
Error

575,818.17

Between-Subjects Effects

Group

2,365,889.30
Error

1,564,307.76

3

F

p

if

I.
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Table B-4. 2 (Group) x 4 (Stimulus) Mixed ANOVA for

Mean Reaction Time

(RT), Test

ANOVA Summary
SS

Source

df

F

p

rf

Within-Subjects Effects

Stimulus"

13,343.67

Stimulus X Group

49,490.04
Error

3

485,495.10

Between-Subjects Effects

Group

1,615,504.11

Error
"

1,270,897.50

Uncorrected for Huynh-Feldt Epsilon = .729 (Mauchley's

.004).

W= .37, ;^

^^^

- \1.50,p

2.
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Table B-5. 2 (Group) x 2(Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

(LP) Response for Repetition Effect, Test

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

L

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-6. 2 (Group) x 2 (Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

(LP) Response for Repetition Effect, Test

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

2.

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-7. 2 (Group) x 3(Stimulus) x 3
(LP) Response for Standard Lag

(Site)

Effect, Test

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

L

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-8. 2 (Group) x 3(Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

(LP) Response for Standard Lag Effect, Test

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

2.

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-9. 2 (Group) x 2 (Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

(LP) Response for Reactivity Hypothesis (Study

vs.

Lag 2),

Test

J.

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-10. 2 (Group) x 2(Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

(LP) Response for Reactivity Hypothesis (Study

vs.

Lag 2),

Test

2.

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-U. 2 (Group) x 2 (Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

(LP) Response for Reactivity Hypothesis (Study

vs.

Lag 6),

Test

L

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-J2. 2 (Group) x 2(Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

(LP) Response for Reactivity Hypothesis (Study

vs.

Lag

6),

Test

2.

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-13. 2 (Group) x 2(Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

(LP) Response for Reactivity Hypothesis (Study

vs.

Foils), Test

L

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-14. 2 (Group) x 2(Stimulus) x 3

(Site)

Mixed ANOVA for Mean Late

(LP) Response for Reactivity Hypothesis (Study

vs.

Foils), Test 2.

ANOVA Summary
Source

Positivity
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Table B-15. 2 (Group) x 3(Condition) Mixed ANOVA for

Mean Vagal Tone

Task.

ANOVA Summary
Source

in the

Lag
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Table B-16. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Lag 2
Tone, Test

L

LP Area from

Vagal
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Table B-1 7. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Study LP Area from Vagal
Tone, Test

Predictor

1.
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Table B-18. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Lag 6
Tone, Test

Predictor

1.

LP Area from

Vagal
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Table B-19. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Lag 2
Tone, Test

2.

LP Area from

Vagal
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Table B-20. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Study LP Area from Vagal
Tone, Test

Predictor

2.
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Table B-21. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Lag 6
Tone, Test

2.

LP Area from

Vagal
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Table B-22. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Dynamic Range of LP Areas

from Vagal

Tone, Test

Predictor

1.

Cum.

Inc.

p

pr

sr

R^

R^

F

df

-.49*

-0.49

-0.49

0.24

0.24

5.88

1,19

0.025

.51**

0.58

0.51

0.49

0.26

9.07

1,18

0.007

.21

0.17

0.12

0.51

0.02

0.50

1,17

0.489

Step I

Group

Step!
Vagal Tone

Stepi
Group X
Vagal Tone
iVo/e.

at

**/><

each

step.

.0 !,*/>< .05.

F statistics refer to significance of the increment in R^ (Inc.

Cum. R^= cumulative

Rho that point in the

covaried from criterion variable; Baseline

Vagal tone = Vagal tone during Test

1.

1

equation. Foil

LP

R^)

area has been

has been covaried from vagal tone variable.
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Table B-23. Hierarchical Regression Predicting Dynamic Range of LP Areas from Vagal
Tone, Test

2.

Predictor

Cum.

Inc.

/3

pr

sr

R^

R^

F

-.50*

-0.50

-0.50

0.25

0.25

6.37

1,19

0.021

.06

0.06

0.06

0.25

0.00

0.07

1,18

0.790

-.32

-0.24

-0.21

0.30

0.04

1.05

1,17

0.321

df

Step 1

Group
Step 2

Vagal Tone
Step 3

Group X
Vagal Tone
Note.

*p< .05. F statistics refer to significance of the increment in R^ {Inc.

R^) at each

Cum. R^= cumulative Rho that point in the equation. Foil LP area has been
covaried from criterion variable; Baseline 1 has been covaried from vagal tone variable.
step.

Vagal tone = Vagal tone during Test

2.
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Appendix

C

Lag Task Stimuli
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Table C-1.

#
1

Setl

Word Stimuli for

Set 2

the

Set 3

Lag Task

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

Set?

Set 8

Set 9
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Table C-2. Pairs of Stimulus Sets Usedfor Test Lists

Phase
Pairl

Study

Lag 2

Lag 6

Items

Items

Items

in the

Lag

Task.

Foil Items
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Table C-3. Master Order of Stimulus Presentation.
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Table

C-3... (continued)
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Table

C-3... (continued)

1 = study word; Category 2 = first presentation of a lag 2 word; Category
=
second
presentation
of a lag 2 word; Category 4 = first presentation of a lag 6 word;
3
Category 5 = second presentation of a lag 6 word; Category 6 = foil word. Words should

Note. Category

be placed in the
repetitions.

trial

That

is,

order so that lag words are entered

each lag word

is

first to

avoid mismatching lag

presented twice, and the intervals between

presentation must be precise. Therefore, each lag

word should be entered

into the "first

presentation" slot (category 2 for lag 2 words, or category 4 for lag 6 words), and then

entered into the "second presentation" slot (category 3 for lag 2 words, or category 5 for
lag 6 words) before entering the next word.
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